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WE ALWAYS EAT OUR SALADS NOW!
WITH REAL MAYONNAISE
REALLY FRESH!

WE MAKE IT WITH
FRESH-PRESS SALAD OIL!

Mayonnaise, you know, can only be as fresh as the salad oil used to make it. You can be sure "FRESH-PRESS" Salad Oils are fresh because we prepare them ourselves—fresh every day—just as it is needed! It goes into our double-whipper right away. There it is mixed with freshly broken, whole eggs, our own special blend of vinegars, and choicest spices. Nothing else. No starchy fillers. It's all mayonnaise! That's why our two brands of Real Mayonnaise (Best Foods in the West; Hellmann's in the East) taste so rich . . . so creamy . . . and so FRESH!

WE'VE BECOME A FAMILY OF SALAD FANS SINCE MY FRIEND TOLD ME ABOUT THIS REAL MAYONNAISE MADE WITH FRESH-PRESS SALAD OIL!

DUNK-IT SALAD
Here is a salad which little folks can manage with ease. It is perfectly proper to pick up the asparagus stalks, carrot wheels and tomato wedges, "dunk" them in the mayonnaise, and eat without benefit of salad fork.

18 stalks asparagus, cooked
3 small carrots, scraped
2 small tomatoes
Lettuce - Romaine
Parsley
Hellmann's or Best Foods Real Mayonnaise

Arrange 3 stalks of asparagus in a leaf of romaine on individual salad plates. Place wedges of tomato and slices of carrot in separate lettuce cups (see illustration) allowing 3 wedges of tomato and 7 slices of carrot to a service. Place Real Mayonnaise in a lettuce cup garnished with parsley. Serves 6.

BEST FOODS* - HELLMANN'S
Real Mayonnaise

IN THE WEST

IN THE EAST
BEFORE YOU BUY ANY REFRIGERATOR SEE THIS NEWEST SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT!

NOW on display at a showroom near you is a refrigerator of an entirely new type—a refrigerator which does a great deal more than just keep foods cold. It is the modern air-conditioned refrigerator—a remarkable scientific achievement, using ice in a completely new way to give completely new results.

In this new ice refrigerator, foods get three-way protection not available in any other type. They are guarded not only against spoilage, but also against rapid drying out and against the exchanging of flavors. Constantly cold, properly moist, clean-washed air keeps everything amazingly fresh and delicious. There is no need for covered dishes.

The modern air-conditioned ice refrigerator costs surprisingly little—only about a third to a half as much as other types. And it is as economical to use as it is to buy. A single servicing of ice lasts three to five days or longer. Nothing to get out of order...no repairs...no noise...no defrosting.

Before you buy any refrigerator, be sure to get all the facts about this remarkable new ice refrigerator and about the easy terms on which it can be bought. See for yourself its beautiful design, its gleaming white finish, its glistening chromium fittings. Talk to your Ice Service Man—or 'phone your local Ice Company—today. Arrange to have one delivered for a free trial right in your own kitchen.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ICE INDUSTRIES
228 N. La Salle Street, Chicago, Ill. • In Canada: 137 Wellington Street W., Toronto

A BEAUTIFUL AIR-CONDITIONED ICE REFRIGERATOR LIKE THIS
ONLY $71.50
F. O. B. Factory
OTHER STYLES AND SIZES FROM $49.50 to $94.50

LOOK FOR THIS SEAL
It is found only on genuine air-conditioned ice refrigerators which conform to standards of construction and performance established by the National Association of Ice Industries.

VEGETABLES STAY "GARDEN-FRESH"
In this modern air-conditioned ice refrigerator proper moisture protects them against rapid wilting, loss of flavor and nutrition.

PLENTY OF TASTE-FREE ICE CUBES
in 3 to 5 minutes—all you want, when you want them—crystal-clear, hard-frozen cubes that do not give beverages an "off taste."

REAL ICE CREAM, VELVET-SMOOTH
Pure, rich ice cream, free from crystals—you can prepare it in just a few minutes, have it all ready to serve in less than an hour.

And just think! I have modernized practically my entire kitchen with what I saved by buying a modern ice refrigerator.

No matter what type refrigerator you now have, an Ice Chest is handy for extra ice and foods. This one is only $10 F. O. B. Factory.

LEARN ALL ABOUT THIS REMARKABLE NEW AIR-CONDITIONED REFRIGERATOR
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
National Association of Ice Industries, 228 N. La Salle Street, Chicago, Ill.
Without obligation send me full information about the modern ice refrigerator.

Name
Address
City State

Remember—Cold ALONE is not enough!

This Advertising is Sponsored by the Certified Members of the Ice Industries of the United States and Canada
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America's favorite summer sport

(Continued from page 13)

a bargain, poring over boxes filled with odds and ends, pulling out drawers of old chests in order to examine the cabinetwork, going through piles of pictures (there may be an original; only the other day a Whistler etching turned up in such a way): lingering over tables laden with china and glass wares (there may be a rare find among the hodgepodge).

One lady tries all the chairs, à la Goldilocks. If you are after an old chair be sure to examine its underpinnings before you bid. To your sorrow you may, too late, find it infested with woodrot, or with empty peg holes.

Quilts of intricate pattern form a gay background hung over a line between trees. A fritv.e of signs; hanging crazily Irtim a kettle.; all manner of household articles, early and late. Standing, but his bond, if he knows his goods, has a fine sense of humor and is not too suave, he commands a following. Such a man, with his knowledge of antiques and values, will not pass off a piece under false representation. Keep your ears open: throughout his patter he will drop a shock that looks Chelsea. Well, maybe. But do you want it for use—it has a deep crack—or as an addition to a collection? This chair is very old. but it is never worth while to bid beyond the amount that common sense dictates.

Here is a tempter that looks Chelsea. Well, maybe. But do you want it for use—it has a deep crack—or as an addition to a collection? This chair is very old. but it is never worth while to bid beyond the amount that common sense dictates.

Out of all this conglomeration you may have set your heart and mind on a particular thing you hope to bid in. Maybe a piecrust table, on which to serve tea with your best luster cups and saucers. Or it is an old flower print, or a Toby jug? Maybe it is a carriage lamp you will wire for electricity. Whatever it is you want, heaven help you if you have not set as a price limit its worth to you in hard cash. No matter how great the temptation, no matter how incensed you may become by an opposing bidder, it is never worth while to bid beyond the amount that common sense dictates.

The auctioneer himself may make or break an auction. If he is a man of integrity, whose word is as good as his bond, if he knows his goods, has a fine sense of humor and is not too suave, he commands a following. Such a man, with his knowledge of antiques and values, will not pass off a piece under false representation. Keep your ears open: throughout his patter he will drop a shock that looks Chelsea. Well, maybe. But do you want it for use—it has a deep crack—or as an addition to a collection? This chair is very old. but it is never worth while to bid beyond the amount that common sense dictates.

Antiques of the eighteenth century are rare finds today at any summer auction. Of course authentic chests of drawers, tables, and chairs may be picked up now and then, but during the past few years an increasing amount of Victorian stuff, frankly sold as such, passes into the hands of the ignorant as antique. When my husband and I discarded a lot of Victorian hand-me-downs at the beginning of the century I scoffed his prediction that one day in our own lifetime they would be sold as antiques. Like everything else, there is a choice, and some of the Victorian of the early period has a distinct value.

Now the auctioneer takes his place on an improvised dais. The "block" itself may be a table or chest, later to fall under the hammer. A hooked rug. likely as not, lies under his chair, which in turn may be quasi-Hitchcock, or a really fine old fiddleback of fruitwood. (Some of the dealers pronounce it fruitwood!)

The auctioneer himself may make or break an auction. If he is a man of integrity, whose word is as good as his bond, if he knows his goods, has a fine sense of humor and is not too suave, he commands a following. Such a man, with his knowledge of antiques and values, will not pass off a piece under false representation. Keep your ears open: throughout his patter he will drop a shock that looks Chelsea. Well, maybe. But do you want it for use—it has a deep crack—or as an addition to a collection? This chair is very old. but it is never worth while to bid beyond the amount that common sense dictates.

The auctioneer raps for attention. The milling-about lessens as every one commences to settle down on the camp chairs or upon any convenient perch—chests, old sofas (without springs), piles of rugs. Children form a sort of gallery. Not so noisy as you might think, but absorbed onlookers who may do some bidding on their own. That boy over there has an eye on an old pistol; another yens for a brace of stuffed birds. In the background is a fringe of auction followers—the dealers after their own interests, out to bid on a particular piece for a good customer. Here you will find young couples who seek household bargains with which to help feather their nests. Elderly couples are always present who wish to add to their collections, maybe looking for a blanket chest for an Early American house, or a bit of pattern glass for a corner cupboard.

Don't guess about your breath—Play Safe!

If you guess—you may be offending others right this minute with halitosis (bad breath). The insidious thing about it is that you yourself never know when you have it. But others do and avoid you.

Don't take a chance of offending! Swear to your heart's ease, that all your mouth with Listerine Antiseptic. Listerine halts food fermentation in the mouth and then quickly overcomes the odors it causes. Your mouth is refreshed and clean feeling and your breath is sweeter, more fragrant, more wholesome.

Get in the habit of using Listerine Antiseptic morning and night, and before social or business engagements. Keep a bottle handy in home and office.

LAMBERT PHARMACEUTICAL Co., St. Louis, Mo.

LISTERINE FOR HALITOSIS
There in a corner sits a gentleman waiting for a rose-wood liqueur cabinet to go up; in the meanwhile he is busy with pencil in flapping proof sheets. Young matrons, trim in knit togs and flats, use cigarettes as a gesture, have a period in mind, or want a bit of color for atmosphere. Somewhere in the audience is sure to be the well-corseted lady who periodically looks over a high but invisible knitting. Someone always has a dog, generally of the long-haired breed that patiently submits to being tethered to a chair. The townsmen happen in: they enjoy a chuckle over people making fools of themselves. The joke is when they go away with a load of bargains. "What am I bid? What am I bid, I say?"

Keep your eyebrows, your facial muscles, your hands, under control or you will upset a bid unless you like to have wished upon you something you did not bid upon. One day a very nice candlestand brought strong bidding, but finally the dealers dropped in and the bids seemed to lie between two very persistent ladies. The bidding really went beyond bounds but finally one of the ladies, gave up, exhausted as well as exasperated.

"Going, going, third and last—gone to the lady in the last row."

A very surprised lady was for she hadn't bid at all. She was too intent upon her needlepoint even to raise her eyes, but she had raised her hand with each stitch. The auctioneer then and there gave a little lecture, without benefit of a curtain.

The play of human emotions is often very interesting. There is the thwarted lady who can't take it; the man insipid of everything put up; the lady who expects favors; the disappointed couple trying to make the best of it.

One of the nicest things about an auction in the country is the noon recess, or the "noon" as the natives have it. The most delicious tasting food-of-sorts is served over a makeshift counter in a shady corner, on a porch, or under a spreading tree. Generally a home-baker, noted in the village for her good cooking, has the concession. The menu is limited but everything is appetizing. As the saying goes, one's eyes are apt to be larger than one's stomach. Everyone overloaded his plate but everything is eaten. Surely sandwich and coffee is served, homemade pie and cake, have not tasted like this since childhood.

When an auction is held to settle an estate, especially if it be an old homestead, there is a chance to pick up authentic antiques that have long been family heirlooms. These treasures now coming to the light of day, bring out the antique hounds and the dealers. They are Johnny-on-the-spot to take the cream. They will ask for the best pieces to be put up early and the bidding sometimes goes high. In this wise a fine chest of drawers, an early table, authentic old chairs, all worthy examples of the eighteenth century cabinetmakers, come into their respective place.

If you are not a successful bidder—a long coveted canopy bed may have gone to another, or the glass hand lamp you wanted for the country dressing table—just remember there will be other auctions, and yet others. The prize may again turn up.

One man was anxious to acquire a seaman's chest to use as a wood-box in his week-end retreat. But he had set a price limit and always the bids went too high for him to follow. Behold, this summer he was fortunate enough to attend an auction where no one else wanted the fine example of chest put up on the block. He made the original bid and the only bid. The chest was knocked down to him for a fraction of the amount he had set as his limit. A neighbor of mine had been sighing for a sleigh to give additional atmosphere to her restored and amusing old barn. One summer she had picked up a string of cheerfully melodious sleigh bells, costing ten cents. Nothing would stop her until she had the sleigh itself. Attending an auction this year and seeing nothing she cared to bid upon, she left at the noon recess. A friend asked if there was anything she would like him to bid in for her.

"Not unless they put up a sleigh," she said laughingly.

"How much would you pay?"

"Twenty-five cents!" was her retort, making an exit on that.

The joke was on her for they did put up a sleigh and a very nice one at that. The next day, to her utter amazement, her friend drove into the yard with the sleigh trailing after.

"Whatever did you have to pay?" she gasped.

"Twenty-five cents!"

So it goes: A game of chance.

### Which do you allow?

(Continued from page 41)

Her battle started the day her honeymoon was over. She couldn't keep her hands nice—washing dishes 3 times a day! Strong chips and powders coarsened and roughened them so. But now she's learned, like thousands of happy women, that Ivory Soap for dishes protects hands—keeps them feeling smoother, softer, more romantic. After 2 weeks of Ivory Soap—and only Ivory—in her dishtop, she saw a real improvement in her hands.

Now her husband admires them again, just as he did when they were sweethearts. Why don't you try this easy way to conquer your battle with "Dishpan Hands?" Wash dishes with gentle Ivory, so pure that doctors advise it for babies' sensitive skins. Yet "Large-Size" Ivory costs less than strong granulated soaps—about 1¢ a day for all your dishwashing—3 times a day! So change to Ivory for dishes today. See your hands improve.

---
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IT makes no difference if your carefully laid plans for saving have been upset during the past few years. It makes no difference if you are worth half as much today as you were.

Now, by merely following a simple, definite Retirement Income Plan, you can arrange to quit work forever fifteen years from today with a monthly income guaranteed to you for life.

Not only that, but if you should die before that time, we would pay your wife a monthly income as long as she lives. Or, if you should be totally disabled for six months or more, you would not be expected to pay any premiums that fall due while you were disabled, and you would receive a disability income besides!

$1800 A Year beginning at age 55

Suppose you decide that you want to be able to retire on $1800 a month beginning at age 55. Here is what you can get:

1. A check for $150 when you reach age 55 and a check for $150 every month thereafter as long as you live.
2. A life income for your wife if you die before age 55. The Plan is not limited to men of 40. You may be older or younger. The income is not limited to $150 a month. It can be more or less. And you can retire at any of the following ages you wish: 55, 60, 65, or 70.
3. A monthly disability income for yourself if, before age 55, total disability stops your earning power for six months or more.
4. You may be older or younger. The Plan is not limited to men of 40. You may be older or younger. The income is not limited to $150 a month. It can be more or less. And you can retire at any of the following ages you wish: 55, 60, 65, or 70.

What does it cost? We can tell you how much income you want and how soon you wish to retire at any of the following ages you wish: 55, 60, 65, or 70. It can be more or less. And you can retire at any of the following ages you wish: 55, 60, 65, or 70.

The Plan is not limited to men of 40. You may be older or younger. The income is not limited to $150 a month. It can be more or less. And you can retire at any of the following ages you wish: 55, 60, 65, or 70.

Write your date of birth in the coupon below and mail it today. You will receive, without cost or obligation, a copy of the interesting illustrated booklet shown below. It tells you all about the Phoenix Mutual Retirement Income Plan and how it works. Send for your copy now. The coupon is for your convenience.

PHOENIX MUTUAL
Retirement Income Plan
GUARANTEES YOUR FUTURE

Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company
235 Elm St., Hartford, Conn.

Please send me by mail, without obligation, your book describing the PHOENIX MUTUAL RETIREMENT PLAN.

Name:
Date of Birth:
Business Address:
Home Address:
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IN MODEL HOMES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
BUILDERS SPECIFY

Gas for the
“4 Big Jobs”

ALWAYS PLENTY OF HOT WATER. Abundant hot water, day or night, is supplied in these model homes by modern Automatic Gas Water Heaters. These new Water Heaters are a vast improvement over the heaters of even a few years ago. They cost much less to operate. Temperature is automatically controlled. Insulation keeps water hot with less fuel. Even if an entire tankful is drawn off, hot water is again available in an almost unbelievably short time.

MORE “TIME OFF” FOR COOKS. In these model kitchens Automatic Gas Ranges and Gas Refrigeration make the cook’s job easy. Gas Ranges combine speed, beauty, cleanliness and economy. Heat control ... clock control ... high speed smokeless broilers ... ovens that pre-heat faster ... instant top burner heat—all save cooking time. Automatic Gas Refrigerators in these kitchens are silent—have no moving parts to give trouble, and operate at continuing low cost.

NO FURNACE TENDING. Gas for heating and winter air-conditioning goes into these model homes because it provides the greatest comfort without effort. A Gas furnace needs no “looking after.” It is clean ... quiet—in fact, the only completely automatic heat. There is no fuel storage or delivery problem. Cost of installation and upkeep are extremely low. The smart, compact unit can be made part of an attractive playroom.

GAS IS YOUR QUICK, CLEAN, ECONOMICAL SERVANT
Top: The Bride's Quilt of Mary Ann Dubois—signed, dated 1855, and patterned after famous original conception of the Star of Bethlehem or Rising Sun design created in 1810 by her aunt, Mary Totten, of Staten Island. It is owned by Miss Ella Butler. Lower quilt: Baby's Building Blocks Quilt made in Devonshire, England, in early nineteenth century. Often this was called cube work. Here scintillant silk and satin create bright, arresting beauty. Courtesy of the Newark Museum in Newark, N. J.
Have you a patchwork quilt made by your grandmother, or by her mother? What do you know about it? How many times the writer has heard the expression—"I wish I had asked Mother about this quilt!" For the ones who can tell the story are passing on and the quilts are not everlasting. The magnitude of the patchwork quilt as a work of art may be controversial, but its importance as a family document cannot be questioned. Look at your Rising Sun or Old Dutch Tulip, not as just another piece of needlework, however amazing its stitchery, but as a relic of the past which, carefully examined, will vitalize the personality of the maker and may reflect the influences, surroundings, and circumstances under which she lived and loved and plied her diligent needle.

For several years the writer has been collecting data and photographs of early American bed coverings—quilts, spreads, and woven coverlets. While beauty was important, they were selected primarily for interest in their historical and biographical backgrounds. It was woman's job to spin and weave, save scraps and sew. Frequently her imagination was stimulated to creative effort; designs were born which often were crude but usually vigorous and vital. A large percentage of the pieced blocks, being divisions of a square or sections of a circle, were geometric in composition and many of them must be as old as geometry itself. It has been said that men, better informed on mathematics, adapted geometrical diagrams to workable patterns for their womenfolk, but, in developing patterns, it is known that women could and did employ methods which answered the same purpose. Deftly folded pieces of paper and skillfully wielded scissors were the answer to our quiltmaking foremothers' need for triangles, diamonds, and five-, six-, and eight-pointed stars. Scientific-minded or not; she found a way. Also, variation in the simple
monious coloring used. From graceful baskets and horns of plenty pour forth flowers and fruits in luxurious profusion, while appealing birds and whimsical dogs seem to have been executed with deliberate humor. Instead of the more common use of embroidered stitches to indicate realistic details, India ink has been delicately and artistically applied. In no sense is there a feeling of over-ornamentation—an effect which easily might have resulted from the assembling of so elaborate a piece of needlework. Though each block carries a dif-

A Liberty Quilt (left) made by Hannah Childs Wood of Warren, R. I., when Congress adopted the eagle device on the U. S. A. Great Seal in 1782, is one of oldest and most exquisite extant American quilts. Owner, Mrs. A. Lindstrom.

Photograph by Index of American Design Art Service Project W. P. A.

pieced four-patch or nine-patch was fairly easy, but eventually appeared more intricate mosaics, composed of diamond, triangle, and hexagonal units, which, we have no doubt, were the result of many patient hours of extensive experimentation.

Certain traditional units and motifs of design were often employed which obviously have had their origins in antiquity, neither the American quiltermaker nor her presumably more inventive spouse having created them.

It was in the field of appliqué or "laid-on" work that the greatest opportunity was offered for originality and for practically limitless good and bad effects from an artistic point of view. Sometimes the early quiltermaker achieved beauty through slow, back-breaking, eye-straining toil by taking one incredibly tiny stitch after another, spacing each with mechanical precision until a quilted pattern emerged as delicate and elegant as a piece of rare lace. In style, quilts run the gamut from those all-white quilted or French-knotted examples which show sheer technical perfection and good taste, through those pieces whose dramatic vividness demands the background of massive mahogany four-posters, if they are not to overpower everything else in the room, thence to quilts whose names, such as Liberty Quilt or Slave Chain, project an impassioned patriotism or partisan politics, coming finally to those pieces made so obviously because they were really fun to do!

An Album quilt, which reached a peak in elaborate design while still retaining the elements of good taste, is exemplified in The Baltimore Bride's Quilt, an autographed composition comprised of twenty-five appliquéd blocks, each different, yet with balance maintained, exquisite and even inspired workmanship employed, and brilliant but har-

The Housman Family of Staten Island, whose Dutch ancestors settled there in 1675, inherited this merry quilt, which is pictured here at right. Courtesy of Mrs. Frank Carroll. Major colors are red, green, and orange.
New Spreads in Old Quilt Patterns

Not everyone is fortunate enough to have inherited from grandmothers and great aunts the old things instinctively loved and appreciated; nor does everyone have the time to tour the country looking for antiques. But you can go into your favorite store and find bedspreads copied exactly from the quilts made by hand many years ago in the colors you wish today.

One good reproduction, made of double fabric of the same quality as the original, is the loom-quilted Bates spread at the top of the page. It comes in six colors, including old red and dark blue, each combined with white.

A variant of the star motif is incorporated in "Norwich," a spread (shown at left) by Monument Mills, in pastels or strong colors.

[Please turn to page 56]
Barbers' Bottles Recommended

EDITH COLLEY

INTERESTING but rather elusive items to collect in western Missouri are barbers' bottles, those quite ornate containers for hair tonics, bay rum, and lotion which ornamented the shelves of the well-equipped barber shop in the 'Eighties and on into the "Gay Nineties." Women were not supposed to know much about the interior of barber shops in those days. The writer recalls distinctly that as a young girl she always held her head stiffly erect and her eyes strictly to the front while passing one of those shops, especially if it might be suspected that a young man of her acquaintance were tonsorially occupied within at the time.

A toss of the head and a swish of the skirt were permissible, if it were thought that he might be in one of the chairs near the window. As memory recalls, too, many of the shops had curtains over part of the window, so that it was difficult to see inside without deliberately staring—which, of course, heaven forbid!

Consequently the full glory of these brightly colored and handsomely decorated bottles burst on our view quite suddenly not so very many years ago. In fact, our whole interest in antiques dates but a few years back. (The "we" and "our" include the writer's husband, who shares rather intermittently and sometimes reluctantly her interest in antiques.) Now, however, we have a nice little collection of forty-three bottles, with additions momentarily expected, for we never enter an antique shop without asking for barbers' bottles. The truth is, however, that we very rarely find many on display in this part of the country, although our whole collection has been picked up around here, one or two at a time.

An exception to the above statement should be made. We did secure several of our bottles from a

[Please turn to page 55]
"Come on, go with us to the auction!" This is a call not to be denied. Given a summer's day, a friend with whom to share the spirit of holiday, and an auction the goal, what chance has dull care? Duties can wait, but not opportunity.

Of course, you skip into the house to change from house dress or gardening togs. Already you thrill in anticipation, for it is going to be fun. Before racing out to the waiting car be sure to put some cash or your checkbook into your purse. And while you are about it, throw discretion to the winds. Don’t tell me you won’t succumb to the bidding fever. You’ll be a very rare exception if you don’t.

Just as typically American as our usage of the word fun—we are always having great fun doing this or that—is the scene of the summer auction. Sometimes it is held in a house, a home where an estate is to be settled, or maybe in the open, shaded by a friendly tree, often under spreading canvas. Wherever flies the red flag of the auctioneer is bound to be a strategic point where a typically curious crowd will be attracted.

There will be all sorts and conditions of people as varied as the make and vintage of their cars. Among them will be summer people from near-by resorts and colonies; passing tourists who are attracted by the ballyhoo; antique questers nosing out finds; dealers from large cities who may be consigners or buyers at bargain prices.

They come rolling up to park along the highway: limousines, chauffeur driven, cheek by jowl to humble small cars; old or new, imposing or unkempt, everyone out for a picnic—and a bargain.

Besides, a good show will be put on, one that is different. For one thing, this audience you see drifting in is the cast for the play to be enacted; all the goods to go under the hammer are the properties. It is sure to be a comedy. You will laugh at the other fellow for bidding in such queer objects (whatever can he want with them?), but he will laugh at you for the same reason.

Folding chairs are provided but no one settles down until the goods have been looked over. We poke about in hope of turning up some treasure and of course, a good auctioneer. He begins the bidding and the show goes on.
The pierced gallery tray in the group above, is one of the most interesting reproductions made by Gorham, who also have the gravy boat, cream and sugar, and pitcher. Candlesticks (right) are matched with a finely engraved bowl. Rogers, Lunt & Bowlen. The candlesticks (left) and salt and pepper are worthy pieces from Reed & Barton.

While the original designers did not always create cream pitcher and sugar bowl to match coffee- and teapots, Gorham has brought out matching pieces in a fine reproduction. The plate, with very shallow pedestal, and open salt and pepper are also Gorham pieces. Reed & Barton have copied a fine original in a cream pitcher and sugar bowl, shown at the left. A pie-crust tray, porringer, and open salt and pepper, right, are among the handsome reproductions offered by Watson Co.

**NEW SILVER in OLD PATTERNS**

American silver has a glorious tradition. Colonial and Post-Revolutionary crafts- men imparted a native superiority to their wares that for all time connotes perfection of form and design. Twentieth century silversmiths, proud of their profession's honorable past, are therefore happy to present appreciative Americans with those historic items which are useful in fashionable homes today, of the same elegance and substantial quality as is found in old silver.

The ceremony of dining is never so admirable as when accompanied by fine table ornaments of silver such as a group of candlesticks or a solid centerpiece; too, the decorative charm of spoons, forks, and knives is superlative if used in a room furnished in the identical period. Giving unrivaled pleasure is the bride's possession of graceful vessels for occasional use such as coffee and chocolate pots, a tea service, entrée dishes, and the like.

That the old masters have left their mark on today's sterling is well shown in the collection above. Among the pieces are a large bowl, after Daniel Henschman, 1750-1775; a coffeepot (center) after a design by Daniel Van Voorhis, about 1795; a cider goblet, (left) reproduced from a Wm. Moulton design; and a teapot (right) copied from a Jacob Hurd original, 1702-1758. International Silver Co.
diary. "Upon occasion of much counterfeit coin brought into the country, and much loss accruing in that respect (and that did occasion a stoppage of trade) the General Court ordered a mint to be set up... And they made choice of me for that employment; and I chose my friend, Robert Sanders, to be my partner, to which the Court consented." The best known of their coins are the "pine tree shillings" and their partnership extended to their silversmithing.

From this decade there are records of goldsmiths' apprenticeships in the new country; and in the ensuing 150 years Boston alone was fortunate to inherit fine old family silver and still own the same styles. Five authentic patterns are shown. From left to right, in each group are Gorham's "Dolly Madison"; the "Lafayette" pattern by Towle; the "Colonial Fiddle" by Watson; Reed & Barton's feather-edge pattern; and International's "1810" design.

ATHRYN C. BUHNER

In the realm of early American craftsmanship, the silversmiths plied their trade with undeniable skill, following the fashions prevalent in their native countries. However difficult it may be to reconcile the existence of finely wrought silver with our conception of the early settlers' hardships and simple homesteads, there nevertheless exist today many examples of the craftsmanship of two silversmiths who were working in Boston in the mid-seventeenth century — Robert Sanderson and John Hull; and records prove that another silversmith had journeyed to the new land as early as 1634. Sanderson, a London-trained goldsmith (as workers in precious metals were usually termed), had settled in Hampton, New Hampshire, in 1638. Hull, born in England in 1624, had come as a child to Boston where, as he recorded in his diary, with the help of his half-brother he "fell to learning... and to practising the trade of a goldsmith, and, through God's help, obtained that ability in it, as I was able to get my living by it."

Craftsmen in all trades necessary to build and furnish the settlers' homes were among the early immigrants, but only the silversmiths seem not to have been hampered by working conditions in the new land; and they alone fashioned their wares with a skill equal to that of their English brethren. Economic considerations encouraged their craft: for banks were unknown in which to safeguard the silver coins obtained in the extensive shipping trade; and one indulged in the luxury of finely wrought domestic plate wisely, since it was both easier to keep than a bag full of coins, and to identify in case of loss or theft. Likewise, alas from our point of view, it could be readily melted to restore to currency if need arose. That our silversmiths, like their colleagues in England, were nevertheless willing to undertake banking duties seems indicated by the inventory of an estate in 1607 which includes "in money at John Hulls—f68-8-2."

In 1652, to quote again from John Hull's diary, "upon occasion of much counterfeit coin brought into the country, and much loss accruing in that respect (and that did occasion a stoppage of trade) the General Court ordered a mint to be set up... And they made choice of me for that employment; and I chose my friend, Robert Sanders, to be my partner, to which the Court consented." The best known of their coins are the "pine tree shillings" and their partnership extended to their silversmithing.

The designs of Paul Revere are perhaps the best known of any of the old silversmiths. Reed & Barton show two of them, the bowl and pitcher, in the photograph on the left.
Based on an eighteenth century painting is this very charming tea table group of about 1740, shown above. Authentic in every small detail, the separate tripod table for the teakettle and the handleless teacups are especially interesting. Everything is from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

Increasingly popular the eighteenth century were gravy-boats like the one by Paul Revere 1725-1818 with open handle and shell feet, made for Zachariah Johann.

Hammers for Raising, . . . Hallowing, Creasing, Planishing, etc."

recorded among his amazingly numerous tools in the inventory of his estate. Timothy Dwight, of whose work but two examples are known, wrought the silver which, by a definition of 1661, was "a new fashioned piece of wrought plate, broad and flat, with a foot underneath, and is used in serving beer, or other liquid thing to save the Carpet and Cloathes from drops." Early in the eighteenth century this form gave way to the tray with small feet as we know it today.

Likewise restricted to our earliest silversmiths' years were standing salts of which but three American ones, all of Boston origin, are known. The widow of Rev. Jos. Glover in 1641 owned "a very Fair salt with three full knops on the top of it, 3 other silver salts of lesser sorts, a great silver trunke with 4 knop to stand on the table and with sugar." Her London-made standing salt is owned by Harvard College, but her smaller salts and sugar box have disappeared. These ceremonial salts were in type the last made to conform to a custom prevalent from mediaeval days; her "salts of lesser sorts" were doubtless in size similar to the typical trencher salts. Cylindrical casters from mediaeval days; her "salts of lesser sorts" were doubtless in size if not in form similar to the typical trencher salts. Cylindrical casters for spices, as in the seventeenth century group, accompanied these styles; but before the mid-eighteenth century the vase-shaped casters and circular salts appeared (see page 15) and have, in varying proportions, been popular ever since. A logical accompaniment to condiment sets are the "sauce-boats" or gravy-boats in increasing favor as the eighteenth century progressed. We have two frequently met forms: an open-handled pair with handsome shells at the juncture of legs and body (see above), and one on a gadrooned foot in later style.

Chafing dishes for cooking at low temperature and to keep plates or kettles warm were made in surprising numbers in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries; the pair we own have lost from the grip of their silver claws the wooden balls on which they stood, and have not the long turned wooden handle with which most were equipped. Candlesticks in silver, on the other hand, are surprisingly scarce for a commodity which it seems would have been in great demand. The little one by John Coney has an interesting stem derived from the stem of a silver wine cup then and now in possession of the First Church in Boston where the silversmith worshipped. A more usual style is evident in the pair also by Coney in the "baluster" form originated in Queen Anne's day and long popular. Large plates such as our broad-rimmed plate of silver engraved with a Charles II motif are occasionally found, sometimes ornamented simply with a coat-of-arms, or initials in a cartouche, but they were and are, for obvious reasons, in the "extreme luxury" class!

In acquiring domestic silver, spoons were apparently one's first interest and many early colonists had but one or two of silver in an inventory of rather meagre furnishings. There are only a few spoons known today fashioned in the extreme simplicity of the "slipped" and.

In acquiring domestic silver, spoons were apparently one's first interest and many early colonists had but one or two of silver in an inventory of rather meagre furnishings. There are only a few spoons known today fashioned in the extreme simplicity of the "slipped" and

"Puritan" spoons so frequently found dating from the period of England's Commonwealth; and it seems probable that many of those made were soon reworked into the newer fashion which had been introduced into England from France apparently in the 1660's. The bowl of the "slipped" spoon was still in the fig shape of preceding centuries; its handle was an hexagonal stem cut obliquely at the end. The "Puritan" spoon had an even simpler handle, square cut at the end; its bowl was sometimes almost circular but it still had a short V at its juncture to the handle. The next type, and so-called "trifid" spoon, had a similar bowl, but with a rattail drop, and, in the more elaborate ones, stamped decoration as one by Winslow. The purely modern name of the type is derived from the notched end of the handle on the back of which the owners' initials were engraved. Joint ownership is shown on this spoon in a method of marking which endured through three quarters of the eighteenth century and is becoming popular again. This was owned by Richard and Sarah Middlecott, whose surname initial appears at the top, the husband's and wife's below. The maker's mark, clearly shown on the stem, is that of Edward Winslow (1660-1753) and is characteristic of marks used by our earliest craftsmen who were not, as in England, required by law to mark their products, but seem in most instances to have done so.

At the turn of the eighteenth century the notched handle gave way to a "wavy-end" one, like that of a charming little fork and spoon.
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Not long ago at a meeting of our bridge club, one of the members brought her mother along as guest, remarking as she introduced me, “You will enjoy each other, for mother loves to tell stories of olden days, and you love to listen.” Kindred spirits! She talked on many interesting subjects, and of antiques in general, but when bookmarks were mentioned, she was more than interested, as she had sent and received many of them as presents in her day.

She was distantly related to Andrew Jackson, so one of my bookmark scrapbooks was handed her. We knew she would discover in it one—a memorial of Andrew Jackson—dated 1845. Thrilled and delighted, she told us more of her ancestors in relation to this illustrious statesman. Therupon several more scrapbooks and a large container full of old bookmarks were brought out, and before long, the whole party had joined in looking over the collection, with the result that cards were absolutely ignored for that afternoon. When we broke up, it was voted a most successful meeting, and each bore away as a memento the bookmark she most admired.

Do you by any chance remember or have you an old bookmark in the family Bible, perhaps of lustrous red ribbon, hand-painted, its fringed edge an inviting reminder of a favorite passage or text? Or tucked away between the thumbed pages of a much loved book of poems, marking a brilliant stanza or inspiring verse, by one who reveled in its beauty of thought?

When admiring these little treasures, one quickly senses their intimate association with grandmother’s day. Could it be that readers in those days so loved their books that markers were useful in helping the reader squeeze every ounce of happiness from the contents? The little bookmarks were as varied in design as were the books in which they were used. They served a two-fold purpose: first as a marker for the book, and, second, as a sentimental little gift.

While the ribbon or streamer with hand-painted decoration was in wide use, probably of far greater popularity was the type of white satin from which a folded greeting card was attached in the center. Invariably the card carried a verse or message of greeting, and, it must be admitted, the wording sounds old-fashioned and reserved today. My collection is divided rather naturally into Historical, Practical, Sentimental, and Religious items, a simplified way of classifying.

The Historical series covers the Civil War period, reunions of the Blue and Gray, Spanish-American War, and our late World War days. Many were issued for more local or provincial celebrations. These ribbons carry a spirit of gaiety and colorful reminiscence, but an underlying note of sadness creeps in at the thought of the ever thinning lines of the Blue and Gray and their inevitable roll call, and of the comrades who have answered it for the last time. As a rule, markers of a historical nature were not given to flowery designs or colorful displays, but were intended primarily to commemorate dates and events and almost void of sheer sentiment.

The Practical ones are made of silver, bone, brass, ivory, ribbon, leather, and paper. Many have clips at the top to prevent slipping back into the book. A leather one reads, “This is where I fell asleep.” Can’t you just see the blazing logs, the reading lamp, easy chair, and its occupant fast asleep, while the faithful little ribbon to which a printed colored card was attached in the center.

Lovely wedding bookmarks of white satin often had a folded greeting card with the verse inside.

Winter scenes of snow-covered houses, like this one, made some very appropriate Christmas gift bookmarks.
bookmark guards the stopping place until the "forty winks" are over?

There are ever so many types of these markers. In the silver and brass items, often fancy and beautiful designs were used. A particularly interesting brass marker claimed my attention some time ago. Probably of Italian origin, or possibly French, it was shaped as a little dagger, with the blade slit to slip over the page. On the handle was a beautiful small cameo. It was a gem—one of my favorites!

In the majority of my books I use the practical type, but a few of the more elaborate or sentimental ones I keep for my most precious volumes, among which is a collection of first editions of Louisa M. Alcott's works. In each book I use a bookmark appropriate to the story. For instance, "Hospital Sketches" calls for one of the Civil War period; "Little Women" contains one showing little girls busily going about; "Little Men" has one of boys' activities; "Flower Fables" proudly clasps a beautiful flowered ribbon, etc. But I have yet to decide what to use for "A Modern Mephistopheles." In this way I derive a full measure of enjoyment from this collection, for they greet me at every turn. By the way, this little bookmark collection was born as a fitting companion to my beloved Alcotts.

And now, the Sentimental series, on which a small volume could be written. After an evening spent in intimate contact with these treasures of a more romantic day, one could almost wish to have been a part of that age. However impossible that may be, we can at least brush closely, and in passing, gather to ourselves a little of their poetry of living. The ribbons used in this series are poems in themselves, of dainty and deep glowing shades, the more delicate reminding one of the clinging, fragile girls of Godey's Ladies' Book, and the deeper shades, of their more mature sisters.

They cover such occasions as Weddings, Anniversaries, Birthdays, Christmas, New Year's, and Easter, and were used very much as are the remembrance cards of today, and it seems to me, a little more intimately. For they answered a dual purpose—that of greeting, and as a year-round reminder of the donor. Gift books of poems also flourished at that time, with which it was customary to enclose a bookmark. Many of them were finished by hand, either embroidered or painted, and much skill was used in their perfecting. The more intricate were worked in sampler style on perforated cards. The perforations were often so minute that the embroidery was fairylike in delicacy. This type dates around the 1870's. There are items among these little markers which would enchant many collectors along other lines. Designs of baskets, hand items, slippers, and kittens

[Please turn to page 54]
My wife has a hobby

—but her expense figures don’t tally with mine. To her a cup plate cost 50 cents, whereas it actually cost $14.75 when the real facts of the cup plate hunt were disclosed.

AMES A. HAISLIP

My wife has a hobby which she pursues with unflagging enthusiasm. I have no objection to her pursuit but I do object to being involved in this nefarious occupation. This hobby riding began several years ago. I should have been warned then, but being a man and naturally unsuspecting, I hadn’t the slightest premonition of the importance that a bit of glass no larger than the palm of my hand would play in my future life and happiness.

When my wife came in from her bridge club and gave me a round saucer-like affair, I merely looked up and asked curiously, “What is this?” as I turned the thing between my fingers.

“Be careful,” she cried, reaching for the object I held in my hand. “That is a Henry Clay with a wrong-sided ‘N’.”

“A what?” I asked, not believing my ears.

“A cup plate,” she said. “Mrs. Brown, who is a collector, gave it to me just to start my collection. Cup plates, you know (I didn’t know), are made of pressed glass. Some of them were made at the Sandwich glass factory about the beginning of the nineteenth century.” She explained patiently as to a child. “They come in dozens of designs and in the loveliest colors—emerald green, deep blue, opal, canary yellow, and car glass.”

“But,” I interrupted, “what are they good for?”

“Our ancestors set their cups in these cup plates while they poured tea into the saucer to cool and drink.”

“Oh, I see. But what about it?” I inquired rudely.

I was to find out about it the following Saturday when I came home from the office. I asked, “What shall we do this afternoon? How about little—”

“Oh Jim,” began my wife in the tone which I knew from long experience meant that she was about to ask me to do something I probably wouldn’t want to do. “Let’s take a ride out into the country—the real country, off the main highways—and get a real country dinner home—covered ham and apple pie—”

“What?” I asked, not believing my ears.

“I heard voices. In a few minutes the two women came out of the house. My wife carried a stuffed green parrot in one hand and in the other, a glass globe with flowers under it. My mouth dropped open. I started to speak but she silenced me by turning to Mrs. Jones.

“Oh, Mrs. Jones,” she said cordially, “it was so nice of you to sell me these lovely things. I’m simply wild about them. Especially the wax flowers. So Victorian and everything. And you say,” she went on, “that the Pipers live on the other side of the hill and the Spicer girls on the ridge above the old mill?”

I let her talk but when we got back to the car I demanded, “Now tell me what this is all about.”

“Cup plates,” she replied. “I’m hunting cup plates.”

“Cup plates?” I repeated. “But why the moth-eaten parrot and the funeral wreath?”

“Listen Jim,” she began patiently, “when you hunt cup plates or any other antiques, you must never seem to want what you really want. If you want cup plates, you must be interested in hooked rugs, or coverlets or parrots or anything else. Never what you really want.”

I shook my head in confusion. It didn’t make sense. Never ask for what you want. If you want a gas engine, ask for a Persian rug. No, it didn’t make sense. But at my wife’s direction I drove on. We drove up hills where the road was a mass of rolling rocks that were death and destruction on tires and down into valleys where the roadbed had been the creekbed at some not far distant past. And still there was not a house in sight that looked like country ham to me. I was almost starved when we stopped at a pair of bars.

“This must be the place,” my wife said.

I got out and lowered the bars—six of them—and my wife drove through. I did this three times before we came out on a ridge that overlooked a deep narrow valley where a log house sat in an orchard. A drift of smoke came from the chimney. I sniffed. Country cured ham!

“Let me out,” my wife commanded, almost imperiously.
Collector forced to buy!

The very thing we needed was an old house—a true setting for our collected antiques. To such length do we Collectors go, achieving a satisfaction unknown to Throwers-Away.

As a term, "Collector" is lamentably deficient. It lacks proper dignity, romance, and aroma. A vacuum cleaner is a collector—of dust. We need a term which will classify the conservers of the beautiful and useful things of the past. For the world is generally divided into two groups: those who collect things and those who throw things away.

My wife is a Thrower-Away. I am a Collector. Our married state and happiness were threatened for many years by this breach. Without loving me the less she would deliberately throw away some of my lesser acquisitions branding them as "trash!" A compromise was happily arrived at through our young son, for my wife fondly fancies that the sun rises and sets in him. In his cradle we patiently waited to see which he was going to be, a Collector or a Thrower-Away. At the age of eleven months he began to ramack the waste basket in my study. At two and a half years he was collecting spools. And at six, after being reprimanded in vain for going through ash and trash cans on his way home from kindergarten, he brought in a lovely 150-year-old Sorrento inlaid sandalwood box with an auction number pasted on the bottom. He had demonstrated beyond a doubt that he took after his father and was a born Collector.

It was my wife, as usual, who hit the nail on the head. In this case she wished she hadn't. "If you keep on, you'll have to collect an old house to put all your old things in!" She was referring sarcastically. I'm afraid, to the restricted area of my study, the attic, the cellar, and my little son's room which was running over with our collections. That was the very thing needed: an old house, a true setting for our collected antiques!

Fortunately for the enterprise, my wife was fed up with the suburbs. Without acknowledging it to each other, we spent Saturdays house-hunting, though pretending to be merely picnicking. We virtually agreed on Connecticut; but she insisted on being on the water and I on a place in the hills. We scanned two-score places. It was to be a gamble on points, the place receiving the greatest number to be honored with our occupancy. Here are the Ten "Must" Points necessary to qualify for our final decision:

1. Price must be right—$10,000 the limit.
2. It must be an old house with good lines.
3. It must have at least 5 acres surrounding it.
4. It must have an excellent view.
5. It must not be too near the road.
6. It must have out-buildings.
7. It must have shade trees.
8. It must have an old-fashioned garden.
9. It must have an orchard.
10. There must be no neighbors within a half mile.

We left the shoreline after the third consecutive "picnic." Property was too expensive and neighbors too plentiful.
pushed up into the hills, but no place qualified on more than four points. We had not begun our quest until the end of summer. Late September foliage had won our hearts with its gorgeous tapestry, and brown October was on the wane, when we reached Redding.

We found the house of our choice, one early autumn evening. It was not on a hill, but on the floor of a broad valley. We had lost our way in the gloaming and came on a farm woman wearing a man’s coat and carrying a lantern in one hand and a pail of milk in the other. She asked us in and we drank some fresh-made cider and made the bargain to take the place. It adjoined Mark Twain’s “Stormfield” and they had named the sugar maple tree in the meadow by the brook after him, because he always paused to rest beneath it after his afternoon stroll. We drove back to the suburbs very happy that night.

But, alas, that was only a dream house. It never came true. The following week end when we went to claim our House in the Valley, the old woman informed us that the water company had suddenly decided to exercise an ancient option.

Broken-hearted, we took a back road, got lost again, and came out on the top of a hill, where we paused to take in the twenty-mile sweep of loveliness across a broad valley, with seven ranges of hills snaring a gorgeous autumn sunset amidst their peaks. In our rapture, we had not even noticed the Old House on the Hill. It was just as though it had come unawares to give us a friendly greeting. We felt a kinship at first sight—even before we espied the crude sign nailed to the dilapidated gatepost: For Sale. The Old House seemed to know that we had come to claim it as our own, for its paneled door yielded to our touch and almost opened itself. It seemed to smile in the crimson sunset shining through its sadly battered features, piercing the old parlor and through the open door of the living room, as though illumining the farthest corner of its honest soul. We climbed the creaking stair—perhaps a sweetly familiar sound to generations whom we would now succeed. We stole out into the old-fashioned garden, now pitifully overgrown, this year’s crop of apples rotting on the ground. For our Old House was a derelict deserted and forlorn by the wayside, desperately in need of care and repair, of loving kindness, and proper attire to cover its gaunt nakedness.

Fortunately, the price was right, for it took several thousand dollars to bring the Old House back to the fullness of its deserved life and dignity. The Old House taught us many of its secrets about life and living. We learned, in time, for example, that every sacrifice we made, every care we lavished, every dollar we spent on the Old House came back to us with interest. We learned that it was a greater joy to take a place in great need of us this way than to buy one that was already complete and finished by the hands of others. For by long work and toil, thought, and care it had indeed become our house; we had reclaimed it, put ourselves, our souls, and our bodies into it, and it had come to dwell in us forever and ever.

Our problems were many, as they will be yours, Fellow Collectors. Should it be your good fortune to buy an old house. First, what should we do with the furniture and furnishings, that the uneducated and undeveloped tastes of newly-wed days had acquired. Pieces of golden oak and late mission, tufted and tasseled monstrosities, wedding gifts and friendly atrocities, “General Grant” and “McKinley” period sets.
Play fair with the Old House, we had to restore it exactly as it had been. Furthermore, we had to use great care in selecting pieces that would fit into the rooms, corners, and crannies, or they would fairly howl and beg to be taken away! The fireplaces, it seemed, had all been removed at great expense sixty years before, and replaced by drum stoves which were then popular. Therefore, we had to rebuild three fireplaces. Only an old Colonial tall one would do in the living room.

We made the mistake at first of trying to make an aristocrat out of the Old House. It wouldn't have it. We had to take it as it was created; then it progressed and smiled and flourished.

The Old House is just an honest old Connecticut Colonial farmhouse that has stood atop those hills four-square, shouldering the winds and the rains for just a decade short of two centuries. It stands only fifty feet from the narrow side road through which not more than a dozen vehicles a day pass at the height of traffic. It simply refuses to have a "sitting porch" placed on the west side facing the view because the family preferred to sit on the opposite side of the house where it could look up toward the main road and see who was passing by. They were right, for there we sit too, facing the garden within reach of the scented pineapple shrub, the...
The loveliness of gardens has always held allure for the human family, due probably to a subconscious remembrance of the Garden of Eden. Because the language spoken by garden life is always comforting and encouraging, mankind has chosen flowers above all other things to speak wordless messages of affection, sympathy, and cheer and we therefore find flower designs in many decorations.

No one realized these things better than the homemakers of the 1860 and 1870 period; so it is not surprising to find that women of that time favored buds and blossoms, leaves, vines and fruits as decorative motifs for their table glassware. They were symbols that recalled joys known in previous hours, joys found in garden beauties. Such happiness is available to collectors of today who turn to this same glassware and find inspiration for some of their most charming table settings.

One of the earliest patterns having a flower design is called "Tulip." Groups of tuliplike flowers, each consisting of three gracefully clustered lilylike petals, encircle the bowl of a dish. The open space at the base of each design is filled with a simple sawtooth decoration. Because of the great brilliancy of the glass and the beauty of the design and innate simplicity, the effect is unusually attractive and dignified.

As the rose is the best loved of flowers, so the rose designs seem to be in greater favor than those of any other flower. Ranking first of the rose patterns in both beauty and popularity is a design showing clear flowers and leaves against a stippled background. The effect is so cool and pleasing that it has become known as the Rose-in-Snow pattern. Its appeal is heightened because it comes in such lovely colors — yellow, amber, and blue glass—as well as in the always attractive and always appropriate clear glass.

Another pattern featuring the rose is called Cabbage Rose. This consists of flowers, leaves, and stems, and covers most of the object. A narrow border containing small ovals is placed above the design. The knob of the compote is formed of a large rosebud, a smaller bud, and a few leaves. This pattern has never lost its original charm.
A collection of Primrose pattern tableware is in clear, amber, blue, and green.

A very fine example of the old flower pattern glassware is known as Bellflower. It was one of the earliest of the patterns to be used in decorating complete sets of tableware. It is outstanding in design as well as antiquity and has captured and held popular favor for many years because of its grace.

No old-fashioned garden was complete without the graceful Bleeding Heart, and no old-fashioned dining room was complete without some glassware symbolizing this popular posy. Both leaves and flowers are shown against a clear background. Fame anew has come to this charming pattern since Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt is said to have singled it out for special approval.

Two patterns, known as Dahlia and Primrose, are similar in effect and are rapidly growing in favor. Both show floral designs against brilliantly stippled backgrounds; and are found in the much sought for colors—blue, amber, green, and yellow, as well as in clear glass.

Other flower patterns worthy of special mention are Wildflower, Daisy-and-Button, Morning Glory, Forget-Me-Not, Thistle, and Flower-Band.

The glory of the grape has been sung all through the ages. Nor was it valued for its fruit alone. Vines were cultivated for purely ornamental purposes, due to the elegance of their foliage, the rich coloring of their leaves, their hardihood, and their satisfying shade. The beauty of the grape has been well recorded in yesterday's glassware. No less than a dozen patterns and variants may be found. The respect in which the grape was held seems to approach the reverent, as shown in the bread tray known as The Last Supper. An arrangement of fruit, leaves, and stems, frames a reproduction of the famous painting. Perhaps no single piece of glassware has ever been so universally prized as this one.

The most fascinating of the grape patterns used for general tableware, is called Paneled Grape.
So much in the mode, so great the appeal, so small the supply of lovely old glass, that new pressed glass of equal charm and in the same radiant patterns is herewith made available to countless smart American homes. Within the reach of all for handsome services or that occasional table ornament, today's reproductions of old glass will appease the hearts of many who lack the opportunity or the hardihood for peregrination ever necessary in collecting antiques. The charming old shapes, as well as the patterns, have been painstakingly reproduced. You will find these items in your favorite store or decorating shop.

Above are fine examples of thumb-print glass in the Williamsburg tradition, and a fine beaded design. Covered dishes, decanter, pitchers, and plates—all are true to their predecessors. Mermaid candlesticks and amusing little boots complete the collection. All the pieces in this group are from Mitteldorfer Strauss.

On top shelf, right, is a collection of milk glass, including pieces in Jewel and Swan patterns from the Westmoreland Glass Company. On the center shelf are copies of Sandwich glass from Duncan & Miller; and glass hats, a Victorian hand vase, and waffle goblets from George Bassett & Company. On the bottom shelf are pieces in Fostoria's Americana pattern, Cambridge's Virginia and Mt. Vernon, and an egg-and-bar decanter with goblet from Cataract-Sharpe.
HELEN DAWE and
ELEANOR SALTZMAN

makes them ever so much more ill at ease.

Nothing a child plans is as important as the
plans of his parents, so runs a great deal of
adult reasoning. They forgot to tell Marcia
that Aunt Susan was coming to lunch, so of
course she must not go downtown with the
girls. Does it matter not at all to the adults
that flesh-and-blood youngsters are being
treated like puppets?

"You won't be able to go fishing with Bob,
Saturday." Mr. Martin told Tom when he
came home from school. "We've been invited
to the Stewarts to spend the day." "I told Bob—"
"'You must go, Tom. Mrs. Stewart's feelings
would be hurt if you didn't," his mother said,
completely oblivious to the feelings of Tom
and Bob. No wonder Tom is sullen.

A more courteous approach might have elicited a
more acquiescent reply. "Mrs. Stewart has
invited the family over Saturday. Would you be
free to go with us?" It is not
difficult to imagine Tom's response. "I'll see
if Bob could go fishing next week. I'll go if it's
okay with him." Tom, receiving the deference

many children are treated with the respect
their parents' grown-up friends receive?

Recently in a friend's home Margaret came
into the living room to greet her parents' din-
er guests. Her mother glanced at her daugh-
ter appraisingly and remarked, "Really, Mar-
garet, couldn't you have done something
about your hair today? It needs cutting so
badly. The back of your neck is a mess." Poor
Margaret blushed to the roots of her uncut
hair, turned, and left the room without a
word. Then her mother apologized to the
guests for Margaret's rudeness!

"Did you remember to clean your finger-
nails?" a father asked his son who was about
to leave with several high school boys and
girls for a party. And a decidedly uncomfort-
able young man was laughed at by his crowd.
Many another boy or girl has been em-
barrassed to the point of tears by well-mean-
ing but blundering and thoughtless parents.
Teen-age boys and girls, especially, are self-
conscious, and added embarrassment only

They cannot be regarded merely as children.
Of course they cannot be treated as if fully
matured either, and they should not be. But
the fact that they still need the benefit of a
parent's wisdom and guidance does not mean
that they cannot be treated as persons. Parents
and children are, essentially, friends. Yet how

H O N E S T L Y, I don't know what to do with
him." Most parents have said that at
some time or other. Since no two children are
alike, there must be no one clear course for all
parents. That would be far too simple. But
there is, after all, one thing you who are parents
can do. Call it a viewpoint, attitude, or pre-
scription—what you will—but here it is: Re-
spect your child as a person. Your children are
people; treat them as such. Not a very lengthy
formula, but one that can solve a high propor-
tion of difficulties and misunderstandings.

"But of course I treat my child as a person," you retort. "How else could I treat him?" Well,
there are other ways. Some people treat their
children as if they were babies, and others
almost as if they were pet dogs. But children
are people, individuals who before many years
will be assuming their places in the community.
They cannot be regarded merely as children.
Of course they cannot be treated as if fully
matured either, and they should not be. But
the fact that they still need the benefit of a
parent's wisdom and guidance does not mean
that they cannot be treated as persons. Parents
and children are, essentially, friends. Yet how

nothing a child plans is as important as the
plans of his parents, so runs a great deal of
adult reasoning. They forgot to tell Marcia
that Aunt Susan was coming to lunch, so of
course she must not go downtown with the
girls. Does it matter not at all to the adults
that flesh-and-blood youngsters are being
treated like puppets?

"You won't be able to go fishing with Bob,
Saturday." Mr. Martin told Tom when he
came home from school. "We've been invited
to the Stewarts to spend the day."

"I told Bob—" began Tom sullenly, but he
was not even permitted to finish his sentence.
"You must go, Tom. Mrs. Stewart's feelings
would be hurt if you didn't," his mother said,
completely oblivious to the feelings of Tom
and Bob. No wonder Tom is sullen.

A more courteous approach might have
elicited a more acquiescent reply. "Mrs. Stew-
art has invited the family over Saturday.
Would you be free to go with us?" It is not
difficult to imagine Tom's response. "I'll see
if Bob could go fishing next week. I'll go if it's
okay with him," Tom, receiving the deference

[Please turn to page 51]
Hor weather, and nobody wants to be burdened with the fuss and feathers that go with entertaining. One wants to sun-bathe, not steam-bathe in a kitchen. One's laundry hampers are filled to overflowing with summer wearables; there is no room for soiled table linen. A painless, effortless summer is your motto—and ours. But by painless we do not mean less gracious entertaining. It isn't necessary to be sloppy just because you are cooking supper over an outdoor grill, or serving dinner on the terrace. By painless, we mean simple and appropriate food, served with a flair, elan, or your favorite word for deftness. in the garden, and a ponderous paper tablecloths and paper "china" that one stuffs under the last embers of the log fire. Flatware of plastics, gay and unbreakable, no tragedy if it gets stepped on by your heaviest and hungriest guest, or thrown to the dog in lieu of a bone. Food that is supremely good, simple to prepare, served aristocratically chilly or aromatically hot. That's our idea of summer, and we ask that you seriously consider the things we have gathered together on these pages, for we know they will contribute to your own composure and your reputation as a summer hostess. The accessories are gay and smart, the recipes delicious, the picnic equipment 100 per cent temper-proof. Mrs. Ellis's "Cooked and Carried" ideas are mighty useful, and "Serving the Crowd" something to tuck away carefully for future lawn parties or church suppers.

"For Summer Entertaining," we've called this eight-page portfolio, but of course all eight pages are for your entertaining... and may your summer be a happy one!

COOKED AND CARRIED... Grace McIlraith Ellis... The snail who carries his house with him has nothing on the woman who owns an electric roaster. My uncle used to say my aunt, in summer, cooked all over the state. But through what endless hours of exasperated toil, as I recall, did she manage it. A rusty oil-stove oven at the summer cottage, a cracked range at the club house, balky electric plates in the garden, and a ponderous old fireless cooker huddled to family picnics.

My modern electric roaster will do all that and much, much more. And with what easy and dignified competence! It carries a whole meal tucked under one sturdy arm or in whatever available space there is in garden or car. It not only stews, but it bakes, broils, roasts, or steams anything within connecting distance of a 15-ampere fuse, or within an hour or two's drive of one. For a well-insulated roaster holds heat and continues to cook for some time after the current has been shut off. But the very nicest feature of all, as far as I'm concerned, is the fact that the cooker is so handsome that it can come right to the table and be used as its own serving dish. Besides the matter of dishwashing saved—an item inspiring any cook's affection—this procedure allows guests to be served within direct sight of the cooking operation. The same attraction which draws crowds to window exhibitions of cake-flipping—and repeat orders for sizzling steaks.

It has been my experience that you can serve a crowd of summer week-enders practically anything after some swimming or tennis—and they'll love it—if it is properly seasoned, and if it's still wafting savory whiffs of steam right out of the cookpot into their tantalized noses.
It may be pure cooks' perversity, in this day of perfect oven-dinners, to want, at the same meal, two dishes which require widely different baking temperatures. But did you ever notice how frequently you find yourself doing it? Well, an electric roaster provides an extra and oppositely-tempered oven for those occasions when one wants to have pie and noodle ring, or baked ham and hot rolls, for instance, all at the same meal.

It's not a question of needing an electric roaster, it's purely a matter of what kind of much it is a painless electric roaster will suit your family best. The to much. D. Nash larger roasters are roomy enough to cook entire meals for six to eight people, roast a couple of five-pound chickens (or a ten- to twelve-pound turkey), or barbecue frankfurters or escalloped potatoes for a golf club gathering of sixty. The oblong roasters are particularly good in that, with them, regulation baking pans may be used, though the oval ovens are more efficient for some purposes, and their specially constructed baking pots, pans, racks, and cooky sheets are shaped to use every bit of available baking space. Then there is the automatic oven with heat-control, a dial and a light flashing off when the desired temperature has been reached. It costs a bit more than the non-automatic types with reversible plugs which allow either high or low heat, but no intermediate, but in my opinion is well worth the difference. A good automatic well-insulated roaster can do anything that an automatic range oven can do—and more. It can go places and costs surprisingly little to operate. The large-size roasters use only about as much current as a 1000-watt electric iron.

To follow a well-trained automatic roaster through a summer week end might be strenuous business. For Saturday afternoon the scout-aged member has been promised it as a means whereby his patrol may carry hamburgers to prospective purchasers at a Golf Handicap Tournament. The idea is his own and it works—to the extent of an almost immediately exhausted supply, a chorus of invitations to return, and a nice little feathering of profit in the summer-camp treasury. (A recipe for hamburgers for [Please turn to page 31]
SO YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE A PICNIC!

When your family gets bitten by the picnic bug you will need a few tricks up your sleeve to help make it a success. Hot food, cooked and carried in an electric roaster, pork sausages, wrapped in their own blankets, ready to be cooked, hot succotash in a vacuum jug, all shown below, are some of them.

Recipe printed on back of each photograph
• fried chicken  
—corn on cob

Cut up the chicken for frying. Thoroughly dredge each piece in flour. Salt and pepper. Melt the three tablespoons of fat in a Dutch oven or heavy chicken fryer. When very hot, brown chicken quickly on both sides. Cover tightly and place in a moderate oven (350° F.). Cook for two hours, basting every half hour with the bacon drippings. Cook the last half hour without the lid. Remove from oven and drain on paper towels. This will serve from 4 to 6 persons. Serve with canned, frozen, or fresh corn on the cob which has been buttered and cooked over the open fire.

Recipe submitted by Berniece Hudson Zigg
Tested by The American Home

• garden succotash

This recipe may be prepared and kept hot for 2 or 3 hours in an electric roaster. Or, it may be prepared on a range and then transferred to a vacuum container so it will stay hot. Mix all ingredients together and put in the small inset pan of the electric roaster and heat for 30 minutes at 325° F., after the roaster has been preheated to 450° F. (A whole meal can also be cooking in the roaster at the same time.) If you use your kitchen range put all ingredients in a baking dish or casserole and heat in a moderate oven (350° F.) for 30 minutes. This recipe will serve 7 to 8 persons.

Recipe submitted by Grace McIlrath Ellis
Tested by The American Home

• pigs in blankets

Shi together the flour, baking powder, and salt. Work in fat with knives, scissors fashion, or with a pastry blender. Add milk, enough to make a medium soft dough. Roll out on a floured board 3/4 inch thick and cut in 2 inch squares. Partially broil link sausages and wrap the dough around sausages. (This much may be done at home.) Place on lightly greased broiler rack, as shown on reverse side, and bake over an outdoor fire or grill until well browned. This recipe will serve about 4 people, allowing two "pigs" for each person.

Recipe submitted by Grace McIlrath Ellis
Tested by The American Home

• deviled corned beef sandwiches

Thoroughly cream cheese and mayonnaise until smooth and soft. Add shredded corned beef and other ingredients. Spread on half slices of buttered whole wheat and white bread. A slice of tomato and crisp lettuce may be added to each sandwich if desired. This recipe will make 12 whole sandwiches or 24 half sandwiches which should be cut diagonally.

An additional sandwich suggestion:

Tongue sandwiches
1 cup cold cooked tongue, minced
1/2 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
3 tablespoons mayonnaise
Blend all ingredients together and spread on thin slices of buttered bread. Makes two dozen half sandwiches cut in triangles.

Recipe submitted by Berniece Hudson Zigg
Tested by The American Home

• Brazil nut wafers

Let fat stand until soft. Beat until light. Beat in sugar. Work in flour and half the Brazil nuts. Chill slightly. Shape into small balls about the size of small quince nuts. Flatten in palms of hands or press down with grated spatula. If using an electric roaster place on the ungreased cooker tray. Preheat roaster to 400° F. Next decrease temperature to 300° F. and bake cookies for 15 to 20 minutes. Don't allow the roaster to get too hot, as these wafers are easily burned. Or, place the cookies on an ungreased cookie sheet and bake for fifteen minutes in a moderately hot oven (375° F.). This recipe will make from 4 to 5 dozen cookies.

Recipe submitted by Grace McIlrath Ellis
Tested by The American Home

• barbecued frankfurters

Directions are given here for preparing this recipe in a portable electric deep fryer. You can cook your frankfurters in the kitchen range and then keep them hot in a large vacuum container. Preheat roaster to 450° F. Put onion through food chopper using fine knife. Blend vinegar and flour and combine with onion and remaining ingredients. Pierce each frankfurter with a fork and dip into sauce. Arrange in well-greased inset roaster pan and pour over any remaining sauce. Reduce heat to 350° F. and bake one hour in roaster. (Or arrange frankfurters and sauce in a greased baking dish and bake covered, for 1 hour in a moderate (350° F.) oven. This recipe serves 6 to 8 persons. To serve 60 allow 20 lbs. of frankfurters and 8 times the quantity of sauce.

Recipe submitted by Grace McIlrath Ellis
Tested by The American Home
Ingenious as a magician, the Master Folding Grill, above, opens into a complete cooking grill with wind-shield, charcoal, fork, match holder. Left: Camp grate from Abercrombie & Fitch; Androck broiler, from Macy; and Bar-B-Q Fryette for hamburgers, Broillette for wiener, and an Extension fork.

If the man of the house likes to build things, he will want to buy the "skeleton" Hancock grill shown above, and make a fieldstone enclosure like the one at left. This model is made of heavy iron, and costs about $14.


Above: Huntington charcoal barbecue. Broilaster, right, for coffee and another dish on top, steaks and such inside. Ford charcoal briquets; and Wear-Ever utensils.

eighty to sixty-five will be found at the end of this article on page 49.) Another summer-crowd main dish which I can't resist mentioning here is Barbecued Frankfurters. These require less work to prepare in proportion to the enthusiasm with which they are received than any other.

one dish I know and the recipe you'll find on the color page. For community picnics or reunion groups they may be served with buns as the hamburgers were, or with an additional roaster-full of creamed new, or scalloped, potatoes and a crisp green salad. For a family outing or Fourth of July picnic, they may be prepared in one of the inset roaster pans, with the others given over to potatoes, baked beans, or vegetable combinations, and the whole meal whisked hot to the picnic grounds, still bubbling savory odors as it goes. (Detachable picnic handles, which make the cookers doubly easy to carry about, are available with some models.)

But getting back to the family week end and serving supper in the garden, since the roaster will
California Ham Slice

1 2-lb. slice of ham cut 1 inch thick
Juice of 1 orange
1/2 tablespoons lemon juice
2 tablespoons brown sugar
3/4 cup tart apple sauce
3/4 cup thick sour cream or
2 tablespoons melted butter

Beat last 6 ingredients together. Preheat roaster to 450° F. Place ham in well-greased center inset pan. Cover with sauce and bake for about 1 1/2 hours at 325° to 350° F.

For cheese and crackers, a walnut tray with separate covered cheese server. Revere Crafts

Preheat roaster to 500° F. Add chicken, salt, pepper, onion, peppercorns, celery leaves, bay leaf, and boiling water to cover. Cook 1 to 1 1/2 hours at 275° F., or a temperature just high enough to keep water at a gentle simmer. Meanwhile brown mushrooms in 1/4 cup butter. Remove mushrooms, roll hot chicken pieces in flour and brown in the same skillet. Place chicken and mushrooms in large inset pan of roaster. Pour broth from roaster to skillet, discarding onion, celery etc., and set roaster dial at 500° F. Make a rich thin cream gravy in skillet using 3 cups of the broth, the flour, butter and cream. Season. Pour over chicken and mushrooms. Cook in roaster 1 1/2 hours at 325° to 350° F.

The above dish is a far cry from the well-known picnic sandwiches or cold cuts and potato salad, but it may be safer in the end, for it is very substantial and makes quite unnecessary many of the accompaniments which may have been the cause of past tummy aches.
COMPANY COOLERS FOR TERRACE PARTIES

MENU I: Two-Tone Sandwiches ... Jellied Cucumber and Tomato Salad ... Emergency Egg Nog or Coffee Imperial

MENU II: Rolled Watercress Sandwiches ... Assorted Cookies ... Loganberry Cooler or Fruit Punch Bowl
**fruit punch bowl**

Boil sugar and water until it spins a thread, or about 3 minutes. Add fruit juices and sufficient water to make 4 quarts of liquid. Chill in refrigerator. Just before serving, add 4 quarts of gingerale. Garnish with ice cubes in which fresh strawberries have been frozen. Serves 32.

**coffee imperial**

Add cinnamon sticks to hot coffee and let stand for 1 hour. Remove cinnamon sticks, add sugar (more or less to taste) and 3/4 cup of cream. Chill in refrigerator. Pour this mixture into 6 tall glasses and fill with ice cubes. Whip remaining cream, add a little sugar and flavoring if desired. Place a spoonful of cream on each serving. Serves 6.

**chocolate glacé**

Beat together milk, chocolate syrup, and vanilla extract. Pour over ice cubes (in which fresh mint leaves have been frozen) in glasses for serving. Garnish with additional fresh mint (as shown on reverse side), or whipped cream flavored delicately with oil of peppermint. Serves 4.

**cranberry fizz**

Bring cranberry juice and sugar to the boiling point. Add grapefruit juice and chill in refrigerator. Add gingerale and pour over ice cubes in tall glasses. Serves 10.

**loganberry cooler**


**emergency egg nog**

Blend together condensed milk, water, well-beaten egg, and salt. Chill in refrigerator until very cold. Pour into tall glasses and sprinkle with nutmeg, or add one chilled pineapple spear to each glass. Serves 4. Served with decorative sandwiches (see reverse side), this pleasing combination is ideal for informal summer entertaining.
"They make the stars to shine"—which sounds like a line from a folksong—is a brief statement of what a certain important group of plants does in every successful garden. Obviously, not every flower in our gardens can have a star role. Nor would we want it to. The effect would be about as interesting and monotonous as a pattern of unvarying polka dots!

Which, then, are the flowers most gifted as accompanists? On which can we depend to step up the brilliance and attractiveness of our chosen stars? Every experienced gardener has his own answer, his own list of never-be-willhous, for personal preference, as always, dictates the final choice. But there are a dozen which score high on test, season after season. None is difficult to grow. All add a charm quite beyond telling to any garden, little or big, in which iris, daylilies, peonies, poppies, and phlox play the major parts.

White sweet rockets (Hesperis matronalis alba) come first to my mind because of what they do for all the bold flowers of early summer. With their loose phlox-like heads of bloom, they are admirable foils for all iris and for the Oriental poppies in all shades, from the flesh-pinks to the deep satiny bloodreds. They are enormously flattering to feathery peonies, and delightful behind the sunny early-blooming daylilies. Biennials by nature, but occasionally perennial by individual initiative, they are as easy to grow as radishes. And once you have them, the self-sown seedlings manage to flower each succeeding year.

There are no special strains available in the trade, although you will find the flowers on some plants much larger and showier than on others. Also, a calamitous purple tinge occurs occasionally. When this happens you do three things about it: Cut off the offending heads at once (they are often welcome in indoor arrangements); make sure no seed develops on that plant; and make a quiet survey of your neighbors' gardens. You may be sure that someone, somewhere has a long-established patch of the purple rockets which the bees found. Spread, as persuasively as you can, the gospel of how much lovelier white rockets look with pink and glowing red peonies than do the dingy purple ones. And don't forget to show the harbinger of the dissonant plants how enchanting the garden

[Please turn to page 60]
Two birds, a summer tanager and a black orange-breasted towhee, followed me through our ravine when I tried to show our wild garden to a visitor. Though the garden was at its best and my guest and I were enthusiastic gardeners, the birds distracted us.

The birds were more alive than the blossoms, and no bloom was as colorful as the rose-red tanager or as shining as the black towhee.

My companion spoke of it. "I would be all eyes for the flame azaleas if it were not for your birds. They are not at all afraid of us, are they? I've never seen them close up like this before." Then, when the tanager flew over his head to cling to my shoulder, he said laughingly, "A regular Pied Piper, are you? I'd like to know what enchanting tune you play to lure the birds in this way."

I held out my hand to show him the small piece of moistened bread I carried. The tanager's shoe-button eyes were quicker than the man's; the bird flew to my hand, rolled a pellet of bread that stretched his beak, honked with his head on one side, and flew down the ravine with his booty. The slower towhee came for his bread when I lifted my hand to him quite cautiously.

"Food?" the man questioned. "We feed our birds winter and summer and they don't make friends with us. There must be more to it than that."

There was, yet no more than anyone with less than an acre of land and the will to make way for bird neighbors could do with little effort.

When you build on new land you take over many pleasant secret places that have belonged to generations of birds. The rotting trees that you destroy have housed woodpeckers, bluebirds, and chickadees. The honeysuckle vines you uproot have been early spring building sites for brown thrashers, catbirds, mocking birds, towhees, and cardinals, or kindred birds that nest in your neighborhood. The dried grasses that you burn are kinds that have furnished building materials for nests of many birds. Wanting to keep the birds on your premises, you destroy their necessities.

How else can you clean up your grounds and plant your gardens? With small effort and no sacrifice of beauty you can give the birds good substitutes for the things you destroy. You can even increase your bird population by having birds live at different levels as people live in apartments in towns and cities where supplies are plentiful.

Think first of homesites. Leave or plant a few great trees, the oaks and the maples perhaps, for birds that like penthouses. The robin and the blue jay will set up housekeeping in the highest places and the tanager and the vireo will feel more comfortable on the lower branches. Leave a dogwood tree for the wood thrush. Plant bushes and vines for the many low-building birds. If you must uproot honey-suckle, leave some to grow over an old fence or an old tree somewhere on the outskirts of your garden. The birds that build in bushes will build their first nests of the season in the honeysuckle before the leaves are out on the climbing roses and bushes they choose for their second homesites. For the birds that build in hollow trees you can provide houses. Thus, every bird will be pleased with the housing facilities, and each can live on his favorite level.

Shopping for bird houses with your own house in mind is fun; sometimes you can find one that is almost a replica of it. You have your choice of formal or rustic houses. Perhaps you can make bird homes as we made them from hollow trees sawed across to make sections a foot high. We used rounded boards for floors and pieces of tin, covered by weathered bark, for the roofs; made holes in the sides for doors, and supplied forked twigs for a doorstep. Hung on wires from limbs not too close to the trunks of the trees, the houses looked as if they had grown in our woods.

In spite of the destruction of dried grasses, birds, given a garden, will find enough material for nests. They will take small roots from trees and flowers, and moss from between stones in the wild garden. They will take the dried leaves of lilies and what grass they can find. Building materials need not concern you too much, though you might duplicate our experience in furnishing colored strips of cloth for a wood thrush nest and feel sociable once you have won them.
High trees surround the tall chimnied house, and low, dense planting grows in natural arrangement around it and along the bank below the open side porch. The approach to the front of the house is a gradual series of low stairs, well designed and landscaped.
Hilltop houses need not stand bleakly and barrenly above their surroundings nor look as if they were on stilts. Not while it is possible to treat house and grounds as interesting a fashion as this white frame dwelling which crowns a hilly site. The steep lines of its roof accent the sharp slope in front of the house and its broad proportions give it a commanding appearance. Shrubbery, trees, and other planting tie to the ground in an ingratiating way and the whole effect is dramatic and forceful. The design of the house, which is the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Schell, follows New England Colonial traditions in its use of narrow siding and in the architectural tail of the cornice, entrance, porch railings, and other trim. It also has the generous size and scale of the fine Colonial homes of the eighteenth century, an agreeable feature today when so many houses have reduced the Colonial style to bandbox size. The architect designed the excellent entrance doorway, the bow windows flanking it, and the fanciful wood railings especially for this house; the green, gray, and purple tones of the roof and the green shutters offer rich contrast to the crisp white walls.

Photograph by Samuel H. Gottscho
WHICH of THESE do you allow in YOUR community?

A community's pride shows in its roadsides. It can be stimulated by prohibiting the ugly or (more easily) by recognizing and rewarding the beautiful. The Apple Tree stand (upper left) won first prize in a Long Island contest.

SYLVIA STARR WERTZ

Signs along the road today are certainly made "that he who runs may read." And since he who "runs" is generally doing about sixty or more, even Yankee ingenuity and wit have been sadly taxed to pack as much of a wallop into as compressed a form as possible. For instance, there is the sign we saw on a garage repair shop in the West which read, LIMP IN—LEAP OUT; another advertised THE PLUMBER THAT WORKS WITH A VIM; then there was the terse intelligence under a restaurant sign, EAT HERE, DIET HOME, which was probably not intended to be the invitation to gastronomic suicide that it sounds like when read aloud to your companion who is looking out the other side of the car.

Most of our small signs are designed with scant regard as to whether he who reads does so in spite of himself, in dismay and irritation, or, in spite of his speed, in admiration and interest. Of course if you've run out of gas and are coasting down hill praying for a filling station, any sort of sign reading GAS will seem a thing of rare beauty at the time. But if you are out for a memorable drive in new country when it's too heavenly to turn homeward at dark, the chances are you will be much more critical in choosing among the divers signs that offer CHICKEN DINNERS. And unless you are really at the end of your vacationing rope, you will be most critical of all about the illuminated sign that reads, TOURISTS, GOOD BEDS, HOT BATHS (or words to that effect). Late at night when houses are mostly in darkness, such a lighted sign is practically the only cue you have as to what may be expected of the roadside hospitality you crave at that particular time.

So the little signs that dot our roadsides more thickly each year—from the simplest FRESH EGGS scrawled in chalk on a black placard and embellished with a primitive border of egg shaped dots, to the austere black ANTIQUES on a white surface surrounded with a classic moulding or the more flamboyant WHITE HORSE INN type in gilt or neon tube lettering—all these are now bidding for our attention and approval against increasing competition. It is high time something was done to make them serve their purpose with style as well as show. If we are to tolerate their infringement on our scenery, let them be beautiful, really amusing, or—but it is probably too much to ask any but the exceptional sign to be discreet. On the other hand, any of us who depend on such signs to augment the family income should realize that better signs will mean better business.

All these signs could be made esthetic assets of the countryside (several communities have proved this) and at less outlay than is called for by many of the elaborate contraptions now displayed. The need is to educate the owner or hanger of the sign, for the layman may never realize why he responds to good proportion and color; he just does it instinctively. Why, then, don't the people who put up signs do the same thing—that is, instinctively choose and use good designs? Because seeing the thing perfected in the mind's eye and knowing how to carry out the idea are two very different functions.
Just to prove that advertising can be appetizing—

If every one who planned to put up a sign had a good collection of designs, all at the same price, laid before him he would probably, though not certainly, I fear—choose the best ones; but lacking such a collection, the average layman, unless able to make clear working sketches, finds it hard to translate his idea. As a result, the sign he finally gets may be a far cry from what he intended to give and may fail to "sell his wares."

It is to those people who are interested in setting up better-looking signs that we are offering a series of simple but good designs, not too difficult or expensive to execute and with drawings and descriptions that the average carpenter should have no trouble in following. We cannot resist a word or two of admiration for the few who do think up new and original names for their tea rooms. If you must have an English "tea shoppe," here is a selection of odd assorted names of actual English inns culled during a trip to the south of England: The Dun Cow, The Juniper Berry, The Haunch of Venison, The Wheat Sheaf, The Golden Rule, The Barley Mow, The Silver Cocks, The Porridge Pot, The Woolback, The Crab & Lobster. And we came across innumerable Green Dragons, Crossed Keys, White Swans, Rose Crown, etc.!

Signs can be quite fascinating things once you begin to notice them with a purpose. Here are many very appropriate ones to be discovered along New England highways, but the place to see them together in their proper setting are local atmosphere, etc. If illuminated, the light should come from small searchlights hidden by shrubbery or, at the right, concealed in the base.

Welcome signs (and accompanying planting) offer a fine chance to blend into the scene and attract interest. The examples below and on page 51 suggest satisfying service and enjoyable hospitality.

A simple, classic design, wholly appropriate. Suggested by a sign seen at Williamsburg, Virginia.

Good, simple, substantial, Colonial signs like these above and below suggest satisfying service and enjoyable hospitality.

How better call attention to a source of antiques than by means of such an example as a genuine millstone? The lettering can be painted or, better, carved into the stone.

(Please turn to page 51)
This is a story of a little red schoolhouse and how it grew. Not, as one might think, into a modern place of learning, splendid in its institutional balance and symmetry of design, to which townspeople "point with pride." Oh, no! This school had different hopes for its future—cosier, friendlier.

Boys with copper-toed shoes, and girls in pigtais had come there, generation after generation, to learn to read, to write, and do arithmetic. For seventy-five years these walls had echoed the sing-song chant of recitation, had winced, perhaps, at the day-in, day-out scratching of slates, and the scuffling and clattering of hobnails; had become bored, too, as activities slackened to humdrum pace, and an uninspired attendance fell off year after year. Bigger schools and better transportation took its yearly toll of pupils. Life for the Pomona (New York) school had indeed begun to pall and soon rapidly waned away.

One day (it was fifteen years ago) the trustees closed the building "for good," saying it had outlived its usefulness. The years went by. Paint peeled off; shutters banged, and eventually were lost to the wind. A shingle here and there slid to the ground, and the ones that remained began to curl with dryness. Desolation reigned. An ordinary structure would have gone under completely if for no other reason than knowing itself to be abandoned. But not so this little schoolhouse. For it had character, personality, that something people are always trying to define and capture.

Happily, this rare quality was not lost to Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Dorion on whose fifty-two-acre orchard the school stood. For such feeble beckonings as the building itself could muster struck a responsive note in this

Please turn to page 55
A Reader’s Home Becomes a Collector’s Home

Top of the Hill Farm,” the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Clayton, near Titusville, N.J., is a perfect background for their interesting antiques.

Hobbies, like collecting antiques, often determine a whole scheme of living. At least that explains why Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Clayton decided that this farmhouse, more than 150 years old, an admirable background for their interesting old things, would make the ideal home for them. Beginning years ago with perhaps great-grandmother’s spinning wheel, their collection now includes every detail—right down to the old pewter tea set on a small table before the dining room fireplace—to fit in with his unusual country home. From the front door to the daughter’s small upstairs sitting room, the present owners have furnished it in the atmosphere of bygone days.

“Top of the Hill Farm,” as it is called, is about a mile off the main highway, near where Washington crossed the Delaware. After crossing an old-fashioned bridge over a mill creek at the bottom of the hill, you find yourself in the huge, sloping front yard. An old barn serves as a garage, with a studio-game room above it where you can watch a lively tennis match on their court at the left. There is a special place for badminton, and there are plenty of chairs and tables for outdoor living and dining during the summer months. The house itself is large and superbly constructed, with H and L sashes, brass door knobs, hand-hewn beams, and steps between the rooms.

Both dining room, top, and living room, directly above, have huge fireplaces.
Because the living room is truly a place for living, we can understand why Mrs. Clayton remarked that "practically everything is needed and used every day." At one side of the fireplace is a spinning wheel and in front of it, near the sofa, is an old drum coffee table with heirloom demi-tasse cups and saucers and a pewter tea set. There is a handsome corner cabinet with a history of its own—one that was covered with dirty paint and wallpaper before Mrs. Clayton scraped it and found a beautiful cherry surface. Here and throughout the house hand-hooked rugs, designed and made by Mrs. Clayton, add a great deal to the atmosphere, and antique blue hobnail lamps make perfect accessories. Red and white gingham slip-covers and draperies contribute to the cheer of this room that is always in use, whether for a party or just a family gathering.

An eight-foot fireplace is the most important part of the dining room. Though years ago its doors were nailed shut, they now stay open to disclose gleaming old brass and copper kettles, pots and pans that play their parts in popping corn and brewing tea. At the left is the old cherry tea table, on the other side a cobbler’s bench, and against the right wall stands a sturdy dough table. Repeating the color scheme of the living room, there are bright red and white gingham slip-covers and draperies. Pewter dishes, colorful old glass on the built-in window shelves contributes to the extremely pleasant atmosphere of this sunroom.

A canopied bed and small Victorian sofa are perfect for the bedroom above. In the center hall beyond you see a grandfather’s clock.

Ready for entertaining, reading, writing, or just plain resting is the daughter’s gay little sitting room, above.
A Layman's Fountain for Two Dollars

Owners of lily pools who are looking for a simple, inexpensive fountain that is economical of water yet pleasing in effect, could find the one here described to their liking. Its total cost should not exceed $2; a handy man can make and install it in a few hours, and it will operate at average city water pressure on approximately four gallons water an hour.

The secret of its efficiency lies in the fact that the bulk of the water it displays is ejected up from the pool by a comparatively tall stream under high pressure. Its inaccessiveness lies in its simplicity. A bill of materials will call for the following: A 4- to 7-foot length of 3/16-inch copper tubing, 1- to 2-foot length of garden hose, with male and female fittings. Enough 3/4-inch copper tubing (depending on the size of your pool) to reach from a supply faucet to the center of the pool, or wherever you want the fountain to play. A rigid hose bib with sleeve approximating, but not less than, 3/4 inch. A little solder.

The smaller size of tubing, which fits tightly inside the larger, is forced in a half inch or more, and soldered, at one end of the length of the 3/4-inch tubing. The hose bib is soldered to the other end of the 3/4-inch tubing. Since this latter point is where the most strain in making connections and disconnections will come, it is well to slip the tubing all the way through the sleeve, flare it, and apply solder both inside the bib and at the outer end of the sleeve as well.

One merit of copper tubing is apparent when one comes to the job of laying the supply line in the pool and making the necessary adjustments. It is easily bent to conform to uneven surfaces. Another is that, when once installed, it soon darkens and becomes unobtrusive. And thirdly, being practically non-corroding under normal conditions, it should, with care, last indefinitely.

The sketch illustrates the adaptation of this scheme to an informal, slope-sided pool. It can, of course, be made to fit any pool. However, there are certain adjustments and two alternatives in any installation.

The play of the fountain will depend mainly on the force of the stream, which in turn will be inversely proportional to the size of the opening in the nozzle end. By dropping a small nail (with a large head, of course) into the free end of the 3/16-inch tubing, and squeezing with a pair of pliers, you can reduce the diameter of the nozzle to about 3/32 of an inch. A smaller opening than this will give a thinner and less effective stream; a larger diameter means more water for operation and no appreciable improvement in appearance if any. The same rule holds for the sizes

(Please turn to page 59)
old red glass, and many interesting small accessories, each with a purpose, complete this room.

Even the kitchen, with its blue water pump and butter churn, takes us back to our grandmothers time. The sun streams in through the wide group of windows, shining on Mrs. Clayton's collection of colored glassware. In the center of the bluish-white checked tablecloth is a wooden bowl of apples.

The sunroom, used every day by the owner as she designs and makes her rugs and the like, is a cheerful place with the floor and furniture painted apple green, accented by orange decorated cushions and accessories. Here, too, are built-in glass shelves and a corner cupboard displaying old glass and china. For added convenience, there is a small desk at one end of the room.

Upstairs now, for a look into the daughters gay little combination study and sitting room. The comfortable love seat and chair are slip-covered in red and white gingham, matching the draperies. Across the narrow end wall are built-in bookshelves that hold heirlooms as well as books. Just in front of these shelves you see a pair of riding boots—perfectly logical for this room that is really lived in and must take care of the daughter's hobby! Notice, too, the small desk for study and writing letters.

All of the bedrooms are furnished with interesting old pieces and most of the floors are painted, making suitable backgrounds for the rugs. In one are a small Victorian sofa and a canopied bed; in all are old chests, mirrors and gingham, matching the draperies.

The upper row of windows on the east, south and west, mice are likely to make their way in and eat the seed. While they do not harm the birds, they congregate as a perch. (Note: In the building shown, the small shrub, stripped of its foliage and thoroughly seasoned will be appreciated as a perch. (Note: In the Southwest do not use pepper tree branch; the birds will not roost on it because of the exuding gum.) Select the shrub for its horizontal branches and mount it in a concrete block.

During the mating season stand away from the birds, they will keep the birds comfortable. This is easily made of galvanized iron, with a light bulb for the heating element. The birds like the heat on their backs. A small shrub, stripped of its foliage and thoroughly seasoned will be appreciated as a perch. (Note: In the Southwest do not use pepper tree branch; the birds will not roost on it because of the exuding gum.) Select the shrub for its horizontal branches and mount it in a concrete block.

During the mating season standard wire nests are hung along the east, south and west sides to provide a deal of quarreling and much stealing of one another's "bedding" unless

**A reader's home becomes a collector's home**

(Continued from page 44)

**Look for this housing guild sign**

It means a "one-stop service" for the complete job of home building or remodeling

**Are you planning to build? Re-model?** Are you wondering what to do first? How to find out about financing? Whom to rely on to have the job done the way you want it? Where to go for help and advice?

You'll find the answers to all of these perplexing problems by calling the Housing Guild in your community. The Guild is made up of the leaders in your local building industry—contractors, architects, home-finance agencies, real-estate men and material dealers. These men have banded together to give you the kind of service you want, whether it is a complete new house, a major remodeling job or some minor repairs.

The headquarters of the Guild is at the office and display room of the Johns-Manville building-material dealer in your city, an established organization. A trained representative will handle all details for you—there will be one central responsibility—a reasonable price for the job and convenient monthly payments.

You will get modern materials, sound construction, correct design, up-to-date financing, identified responsibility in short, more for your building dollar. Look for the sign shown above or this Housing Guild insignia:

**An all year aviary**

(Continued from page 36)

Canaries sing best when in robust condition and they thrive best out-of-doors. The type of aviary illustrated on page 36 will give them maximum comfort and reward the builder with the satisfaction of knowing that his pets are in the best possible environment. As many as thirty birds can be accommodated together at one time in the structure shown.

In summer, the birds are protected from the hot sun by a well-insulated roof; in winter, windowsash keep out drafts and a simple heater provides warmth at night. The UPS is an easy carpentry job. If you care to go to the extra trouble, a concrete footing is recommended. If this is not used, be sure to creosote the four-by-four sills and set them directly on the ground, anchoring them if high winds prevail. The corner posts are four-by-fours, the studs two-by-threes, as are the rafters which rest upon two-by-four plates. Insulate the ceiling with wallboard, sheathe the roof with common lumber, lay on roll roofing, and over this nail battens, as shown, about 12 inches apart. Thatch with new wheat straw in the manner indicated, binding it with copper wire and staples driven into the battens.

Hardware cloth of 1/4-inch mesh is stapled on the outside of the frame, provision having been made for the doorway and inner door. The low wainscotting consists simply of a 12-inch board all around (except across the doorway) mitred at the corners. Over this is laid a scroll-sawed panel and moulding, surmounted with a sloping apron.

For winter, a "skirt" of plywood over insulating board is screwed to corner posts and studs, and above this are placed two sets of window sash with rubber-weather-stripping across. The upper row of windows on the south side is made to swing out for ventilation on very mild days.

Double doors are provided so that when one enters the aviary to replenish or change water and feed the birds, they will not escape. Water and seed dishes are raised 18 inches above the ground to prevent litter slipping in; no perches are used. In some sections, notably the Southwest, mice are likely to make their way in and eat the seed. While they do not harm the birds, they consume much seed and spend hours busily at work, the birds may be shut out with heavy screen under the sand floor; or a baffle can be mounted under the seed dish, as illustrated, to repel them.

In extremely cold weather a heater under the peak of the roof will keep the birds comfortable. This is easily made of galvanized iron, with a light bulb for the heating element. The birds like the heat on their backs. A small shrub, stripped of its foliage and thoroughly seasoned will be appreciated as a perch. (Note: In the Southwest do not use pepper tree branch; the birds will not roost on it because of the exuding gum.) Select the shrub for its horizontal branches and mount it in a concrete block.

During the mating season standard wire nests are hung along the east, south and west sides to provide a deal of quarreling and much stealing of one another's "bedding" unless
STRETCHING

THE REMODELING DOLLAR

by Crawford Heath

The fourth of a series of articles on home remodeling sponsored by Johns-Manville

STRETCHING the remodeling dollar is a fine art. But, fortunately, there is a group of expert "stretcher" eager to assist you.

This group consists of government and local financing agencies co-operating to make financing costs and interest rates lower than ever before. Architect and contractor join hands to give you a top-notch remodeling job at rock-bottom cost.

And one of the leading manufacturers provides a new book on remodeling that's jam-packed with money-saving ideas, money-saving methods, money-saving materials, all helping to stretch your remodeling dollar.

It's called "The Home Idea Book," and is published by Johns-Manville in connection with their interesting "stretcher" program in connection with their interesting housing program.

And the book should also be studied by the family planning to build a new home. In addition to pictures of new homes, floor plans, etc., it includes valuable information on the "new" National Housing Act, which makes it possible to pay for remodeling or a new house like rent in easy monthly payments with the lower financing costs and interest rates ever offered.

Mail coupon below.

Mail coupon below.

This Housing Guild Seal identifies Building Headquarters in your town. (See opposite page.)

WIN $10,000

(or one of 109 other cash prizes—Contest closes July 20)

in J-M’s “Better Homes for a Better America” Contest

1st Prize $10,000 4th Prize $500 7 to 10th Prizes $25
2nd Prize 2,000 5th Prize 100 11 to 20th Prizes 10
3rd Prize 1,000 6th Prize 50 21 to 50th Prizes 5

IN a program to promote and encourage the institution of the American home, Johns-Manville will award cash prizes totaling $40,000 for the 109 best letters of not over 500 words each on the subject, "What the word HOME means to me, and the three things I learned from the Home Idea Book" that appealed to me most for my home."

Further contest details in your copy of J-M’s “Home Idea Book.”

Impartial judges will award prizes for the best letters on the basis of ideas selected, originality and practical judgment used. In the event of a tie, the full amount of the prize will be awarded to each tying contestant. Entries must be postmarked not later than midnight, July 20, 1938.

MAIL COUPON

Johns-Manville, Dept. Alf-7, 22 East 40th Street, N.Y.C. Send me "Home Idea Book". I surfe this in order to enter house remodeling Contest, building Contest, Insulating Boards for extra rooms, Asbestos Shingles and Asbestos Siding Shingles. In Canada, write to Canadian Johns-Manville Co., Ltd., Laird Drive, Toronto, Ont.

Name

Address

Send for "HOME IDEA BOOK"

It contains dozens of stimulating ideas you will find helpful. 65 pages. Precisely illustrated. Send 10¢ for handling and postage.
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J-M Asbestos Roofing Shingles: permanent, fireproof, maintenance-free.

J-M Home Insulation keeps homes cooler in summer, warmer in winter, saves fuel.

J-M Asbestos-Siding Shingles: charming weathered wood that fire-, weather-, wear-proof.

JOHNS-MANVILLE BUILDING MATERIALS
the mating pairs are isolated in smaller pens. However, one can count on an average number of chicks surviving although the mortality rate is rather high in any case. The aviary, of course, is adaptable to other species of birds, though canaries are probably the most satisfactory.

Editor's Note: The aviary described is based on one successfully operated by the author in Pasadena, California. Its practicability in regions of lower winter temperatures than are experienced there must be determined on the basis of climatological records and the advice of local bird authorities.

For summer entertaining
(Continued from page 321)

Baked Carrot Strips
3 cups slivered carrots
3 tablespoons butter
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon sugar
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
1/2 cup boiling water

Sliver carrot strips fine using one of those little perforated vegetable slicers. Add seasonings and cook in small inset pan of cooker. Bake 1 1/2 hours at 325° to 350° F.

It requires some experience, naturally, before one can be sure of getting greatest service from an electric roaster. Never, under any circumstances, have broilers which come as separate features to be attached in the cooker lids. These will broil salmon steaks, halibut, and T-bones, bacon, and anything handled by a regulation broiling oven.

With a broiler-griddle attachment one may not only do the bacon right on the porch breakfast table, but the accompanying griddle cakes as well.

As for pies, cakes, quick breads, etc., the roaster, again, will handle anything that a large oven will handle, though not in the same quantities, of course. Apple dumplings, up-side-down cakes, and shortcakes brown most satisfactorily when not baked with vegetables, meat or other moist foods.

So I would rather like to slip these in just as the main-meal dishes are taken from the roaster.

Whether food is eaten at home or "cooked and carried," the electric roaster officiates and the makeshift cooking devices which Aunt Mary seasonally battled are apt to want to eat "all over the place." And it is particularly pleasant that this should be so, for when the season changes from cold to warm, we, too, are apt to want to eat "all over the state."

SERVING THE CROWD...

Velma Sprigg Geiger: Whether it is a young folk's lawn party or the annual church supper, one thing is certain. It will not be a success without food. As hostess at your own party or one of the committee on arrangements for the church supper, the same question will arise, "How much food shall we need?"

Here are some general rules and recipe quantities for serving fifty persons. Men don't like food that is inclined to "run" on their plates. Men love pies of almost any kind, apple pie ranking first. Women will invariably choose a slice of white cake rather than pie. Men like hearty foods, not fruit salads, etc. Brown bread is a winner over light rolls. If possible, always provide tables; men abhor balancing trays on their knees. Keep your menu simple. Men prefer coming back for second helpings of foods they really like, to a great variety of "fussy" foods.

For a successful church supper wise planning and good organization in both the kitchen and dining room are highly essential. To serve an appropriate menu, with out confusion, to an assembly of people is not a simple matter. The first thing to remember in serving a meal of this kind is that one person cannot do it successfully alone. In your club or church group insist upon plenty of help.

Good humor is needed every minute of the day, and an over-tired committee is anything but good humor. Once every year our church group gives a pancake supper to around 700 persons between the hours of five and seven-thirty. Our menu consists of all the pancakes a guest can eat, three links of sausage, maple syrup, fruit gelatin, and refilling coffee cups as often as it is necessary. We do this for the small sum of twenty-five cents. Over a period of several years we have developed a most efficient system, dividing our workers numbering between sixty and seventy, into four distinct committees—a kitchen crew, a dining room committee, a group that scrapes the soiled dishes, and the dish-washing group. Both men and women work on this project and the various places on the committee rotate each year. The success of this venture, reckoned not only in dollars and cents, but in harmony and friendly cooperation of the group giving the supper, is based upon the good organization within its membership.

Don't be afraid to attempt to serve a crowd. With plenty of well-cooked food, or the makings, you can safely shout, "This way folks."

Quantities for Serving Fifty
COFFEE: 5 cups of ground coffee, 2 gallons of water.

TEA: 3/4 cup tea.

ROLLS: allow 1 1/2 rolls per person.

BUTTER: 1 pound well creamed will spread 42 sandwiches or rolls.
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ICE CREAM: 1 brick will serve seven generously or eight medium servings.
CAKE: one cup cake or two small cakes per person for a tea.
MEAT: ¾ pound per man serving or ½ pound per woman serving.
POTATOES: 1 peck; 1 quart milk, 1 cup of butter, 3 tablespoons salt will be needed for mashed potatoes.
SCALLOPED POTATOES: 6 quarts sliced potatoes, 2 quarts milk, ¾ cup flour, ½ cups butter, 3 tablespoons salt.
CORN PUDDING: 6 No. 2 cans corn; 3 quarts milk; 2 tablespoons salt; 5 tablespoons sugar; 12 eggs, beaten separately; 3 quarts bread crumbs; ¾ cup butter; ½ teaspoon pepper.
MACARONI AND CHEESE: 5 pounds macaroni; ½ cup salt; 2 quarts medium sauce; 1 cup cheese.
SALAD: 4—6 egg yolks; 1 quart salad oil. One tablespoon of salad dressing is one serving. One pint of dressing is two cups, one cup is sixteen tablespoonfuls.
CABBAGE SALAD: 5 pounds cabbage; 10 tablespoons pimiento; 10 tablespoonfuls green pepper; or mixed pickle; dressing.
CHICKEN SALAD: 5 quarts cooked chicken; 3 quarts celery; 1 cup French dressing; 1 cup mayonnaise dressing.
WALDorf沙LAD: 4 quarts apples; 2 quarts celery; 2 cups nut meats, 1 quart salad dressing.
SCALLOPED OYSTERS: 6 quarts oysters; ½ cups oyster liquor; ¾ cup milk; 2 cups buttered crumbs; salt, pepper.
GRAND HAM LOAF: 3 pounds ham (ground); 3 pounds ground veal; 3 pounds ground pork; 3 cups quick cooking oats; 3 eggs; ½ cups milk. This is excellent served cold, and slices well without breaking when warm. Served with horse radish sauce, it especially appeals to men.

Coney Hamburgers
(Grace McGrath Ella)
(60 to 65 Servings)
6 pounds hamburger
1/4 pounds ground cured ham
2 tablespoons salt
1/2 dozen eggs
1/2 pounds peeled chopped apples
2 cups Worcesterhire Sauce
Blend ingredients and shape into flat cakes making about seven cakes to the pound of mixture. Dust with flour. Brown quickly on both sides in hot fat.
Place in electric roaster preheated to 400° F. Add 1 cup of water. Cover and cook 1 hour at 325° F. Try these, too, served with buttered buns, or hard rolls, and a choice of sliced onions, tomatoes and green peppers, and dill pickles, chili sauce and catsup, for any outdoor summer supper where a crowd is to be served. The scouts supplied catsup, dill pickles, thinly sliced onions, and buttered buns with their money-makers. If the roaster is to be carried quite a distance, cook the hamburgers at 350° F. for 30 minutes, then allow them to complete cooking en route.

FRANKFURTERS: To serve 60 hungry adults use 20 to 22 pounds of frankfurters and 8 times the quantity of Barbecue Sauce. (See recipe page 30.) Remove inset pans and bake in roaster well.

AFTERNOON TEA FOR 50: 2 large lemons and 1 large orange will be sufficient if sliced and then cut in half. 1 pound salted nuts. 1 ½ pounds after-dinner mints, or allow one per person of chocolate-covered mints. One cup cake, a choice of two kinds of sandwiches per person.

LEMONADE: 4 cups sugar; 9 quarts water; 3 dozen lemons.

PUNCH: 2 pounds sugar; 8 lemons; 6 oranges; 6 quarts water; 1 quart tea; 1 pint grape juice; 1 pint of shredded pineapple; 1 pint strawberries; 1 quart tea.

Boston's heritage is silver
[Continued from page 163]

which were made by John Coney. This style, in turn, very soon was superseded by a still-upturned stem, but with a ridge down the front of it, a ridge which shortened with succeeding years. About the middle of the century the stem underwent a radical change by turning backward, with sometimes bright-cut or engraved decoration; and initials, latterly in script monograms, on the front—the preferred style ever since (see page 16). The bowl meantime was growing proportionately longer, its rattail changed to a shorter, rounded drop, with sometimes a shell, scroll, or other design on the back. The plain rounded drop continued to the end of the eighteenth century, by which time the bowl itself had assumed its present pointed form. Early in the nineteenth century the popular “fiddleback” handle, sometimes enriched with a basket of flowers or conventionalized sheaf of wheat, was introduced. For its pointed and usually unornamented bowl. Tablespoons were made in greater numbers than other sizes, but with the introduction of tea-drinking, small spoons were made in the fashions of the larger size. Forks, too, on those rare occasions followed for their handles the form of spoons, but had at first only two times. Fashion and form change in some respects more quickly than custom! In 1700 William Congreve, in his “Way of the World,” counseled: "Restrain yourself to simple Tea Table drinks, as Tea,
SUNKIST LEMONS bring out the FLAVOR

SEE HOW MUCH MELON FLAVOR YOU’VE BEEN MISSING!

It must be more than coincidence that melon and lemon are spelled with the same letters. They do belong together!

Accompany each serving of melon with quarters of Sunkist Lemon. Squeeze on the juice—and enjoy a whole new wealth of flavor!

You adddigestation, when you do.

FREE NEW BOOKLET OF LEMON RECIPES

Dozens of ways to improve food flavors are suggested in Sunkist’s new all-lemon recipe booklet. Send the coupon today for your free copy.

Chocolate and Coffee, As likewise to genuine and authorized tea table talk, such as mending of Fashions, spoiling reputations, raising absent friends."

These three "tea table drinks" had been introduced into the western world within a decade of each other, and from the mid-seventeenth century were to prove increasingly popular, although at first, in some circles tea was looked upon with definite distrust, and in others was valued for its therapeutic quality! The earliest English silver vessels for these beverages were each in the same tall tapering form, but by the end of the century small pots based on Oriental ones were made for tea. Coffee and chocolate continued to have as their mark of differentiation a covered hole in the cover, to insert a rod with which to stir the thick chocolate.

A chocolate pot made by John Coney in 1701 (see page 15) shows definitely Oriental derivation, as its handle at right angles to the spout, in early style, and a finial on the cover removable at its cylindrical section. A handsome coffeepot, made eighty years later for Paul Dudley Sargent, whose arms it bears, is the work of the patriot-silversmith Paul Revere, whose father, Apollos Rivoire, was an apprentice of John Coney.

The tea table group (see page 16) was photographed in a New England room, in date about 1740; its selection of contemporary objects is based on an eighteenth century painting showing similar globular shapes, handleless teapots, and the separate tripod table for the teakettle. In the painting, a lady holds a similar caddy (its mate on top in their leather box) measuring tea into its domed-shaped cover, and a servant pours from the kettle to the teapot. The sugar bowl is not shown, but since Jacob Hurd (1702-38) who made the teapot of our picture also made a covered bowl of globular form as companion to a similar teapot, we have felt justified in adding it to our group. In several paintings of this period the teacups were shown inverted in their saucers, in some a cloth covered the tea table, and in one a spoon was shown in the teacup; but to these, too, we did not adhere! Following the style of creampot herein depicted was a long-lipped one with more bulbose body which stood on three scrolled legs. Thereafter they followed in contour the evolutions of the teapot and sugar bowl.

A transitionally shaped teapot from the shop of John Coburn (1723-1803) is beautifully engraved with the coat-of-arms of the Pickman family and a decorative shoulder band. The ensuing pear-shape of the aforementioned coffeepot is also seen in the sugar bowl made by Paul Revere for Mrs. Morris.

"You can’t afford Baking Failures when you’re raising a family on $25.00 A WEEK"

"The good butter, eggs and milk I put into the baked foods I make for my family," adds Mrs. Morris, "cost too much to be trusted to cheap, doubtful baking powder."

"I've learned from experience that Cream of Tartar baking powder is the kind to depend on for sure results, and I'm teaching my daughter that Royal is a real economy."

Good for You, Mrs. Morris! When you compare the cost of Royal Baking Powder with that of your other ingredients, it seems foolish indeed to skimp along with a doubtful baking powder. You need only two or three teaspoons of baking powder to make a cake. That much Royal costs only about 1½.

And Royal is sure ... it’s dependable. No matter what you bake with Royal, you get a finer flavor and texture.

It’s the Cream of Tartar in Royal that insures successful baking. Cream of Tartar is a wholesome fruit product made from grapes. And Royal is the only nationally distributed baking powder that is made with this superior ingredient.

So ask your grocer for Royal, the standard of quality for over 70 years.

FREE COOK BOOK

Write to Royal Baking Powder, 691 Washington St., New York, Dept. 87.

Copyright, 1938, by Standard Brands Incorporated

Lucretia Chandler in 1762. For her, also, he made a similar creampot, and the beautiful tray (see page 15), with its enriched border, all engraved with the Chandler coat-of-arms. The repousse decoration on the bowl was much more fashionable in England, under the skilful hand of Paul Revere and his followers, than it seems to have been in these colonies where, for the most part, beauty of form and texture seemed to suffice. In the eighteenth century, this decoration was again to have a vogue—an unfortunate one, since many fine pieces of an earlier day were reworked in a manner not consistent with their style. A plain cylindrical teapot came next into fashion, but perhaps because of its stylistic coincidence with Boston’s famous Tea Party, seems not to have been made here in great numbers. The one we have is also by the patriot, Paul Revere, and made it in 1782.

Seldom, if ever, before the last quarter of the eighteenth century, judging from probate records, silversmiths’ account books, and existing pieces, were complete “tea services,” as we know them today, made. Already mentioned is Hurst’s teapot with matching sugar bowl; and Lucy Dudley in 1756 bequeathed to one niece “my Silver Tea Pott and Cream Pott that have her family arms on them and to another “my silver tea kettle.” Of the forty-six teapots recorded by Revere in his ledgers from 1761 to 1793, we know he did not include all his work therein) but fourteen had accompanying “tea equipage,” and only half of these had both creampot and sugar bowl. Two of the forty-six had additional items: a caddy, sugar urn, and creampot were made with his teapot for John Templeman in 1792; and in 1793 a coffee urn, sugar urn, and cream pitcher were made for Burrill Carnes; both these sets, happily, are known today. The coffee urn was another new-fashioned piece, of which Oliver Whipple had imported one from England in 1786-87, engraved with his own and his wife’s initials.

Beginning in 1778, Revere records stands to accompany his teapots, and really as an integral part of them, since without them the flat-bottomed pots then in favor when filled with hot liquid would have been distinctly detrimental to the polished mahogany surfaces they doubtless graced. Of this last era is the tea service made by Revere in the elliptical form, then very much in vogue, for tea and dinner table appurtenances. In the pleasant custom of the eighteenth century it was a presentation set and inscribed: "To Edmund Hartt Constructor of the Frigate Boston. Presented by a number of his fellow citizens, as a Memorial of their sense of his Ability, Zeal..."
& Fidelity in the completion of that Ornament of the American Navy 1799."

Early in the nineteenth century the marvels of machinery brought about a change in taste—but happily we are now learning to appreciate the satisfaction in fine line and form, and the luster given to the metal in the painstaking production of wrought silver.

"Of course I treat my child as a person"

[Continued from page 263]

which is ordinarily given an adult, responds with the graciousness of an adult. If he doesn't, the adults themselves have been at fault somewhere along the line.

"My children don't tell me anything," many parents complain. And little wonder. Mother told the bridge club with some amusement last week what Mary said about the boy next door, and reported glibly John's secret high school interest. If he actually isn't, any child will know it and conceal his thoughts accordingly. Edith, full of the subject she was preparing for a school debate, told her parents enthusiastically why there should be a retail sales tax. The only response she got was "Well, Dad, our little girl is quite a politician, isn't she? Don't forget to drink your milk, Edith."

Suppose Barbara comes home from school enthusiastic about starting a camera club. Mother is busy planning the weekly menus and manages only an occasional "Uh-huh," "I suppose so," or "That's nice." Not very encouraging for Barbara, certainly. Sally's little stories about what John said to her and what she said to him may not be the most interesting conversation Father and Mother ever heard, but some day what Sally and John say to each other may be very important. If Mother has listened with only half an ear, she needn't be surprised if a few years hence Sally tells her nothing about the boy to whom she writes letters every day.

Parents are busy people, but it will pay them if they can act reasonably intelligent about their off-springs' interests. Dorothy collects stamps; do you know anything about them? What is the latest fad over at the high school? Don is on the swimming team. Do you know who broke the national backstroke swimming record? Parents who stay young and make real friends of their children re-

spect those children's interests. Nor do the youngsters have to tell their parents everything. Cross-examinations will surely be presented. Many things are neither important nor interesting. Besides, everybody has a right to his own thoughts. A parent who pries into the very corners of his child's life and thoughts and doings is apt, for his pains, to lose what contacts he had previously.

"The sharing is not all one-sided. Children have a right to know something of their parents' lives and thoughts, and they should have a place in family councils. Father and Mother have sold the farm and plan to move across the county before they tell Louise. And yet they are surprised, and hurt, that she suddenly announces she is enrolling in a commercial school instead of entering nurses' training school.

Of course childish ideas are often silly (as, indeed, are many adult conceptions, for that matter). About the only remedy for this immaturity is experience and the benefit of the experience of others. A man of fifty-odd years was recently overheard seriously discussing New Deal policies with a lad of fourteen. It was good for both of them. But most important of all was the self-respect that fairly radiated from the boy. What children are more accustomed to meeting is "You don't know what you're talking about," or "Don't worry about that till you're older."

"Our children are the ones to be lectured about showing proper respect," scores of parents are bound to retort, resentful as children at receiving criticism. Times really have changed and modern children are outspoken. They have been taught to be critical, to reason for themselves, to think things through. It might be a good thing if parents took such criticism to heart instead of administering a lecture on filial respect. They give criticism freely. If they are good sports they will show that they, too, can "take it." Discuss the question at issue with the child, as if he were your equal. Chances are both sides will find a glimmer of the truth in the other person's viewpoint. A sense of humor is a great help. And above all let no parent say, "Now I don't want to hear any more about it. We won't discuss the matter any longer."

Perhaps parents are right, and children don't respect authority. It may be the way authority is enforced. We begin to train a child for self-reliance, and then we suddenly become frightened. The child isn't ready to meet the world; he will surely make mistakes. And so we try to help by becoming domineering, by ordering him to do what we say because we "know best." Any child needs control and guidance. But
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general interest are the flower forms. Left of the house is seen a conventionalized passion flower. The lute as a motif was often employed by music-loving people, whose leaves (top row, right of center) bring to mind German songs and stories; it is written that in ancient oak groves Germanic forebears worshiped their gods and held their communal assemblies. In Pennsylvania the double rose, fuchsia, pomegranate, and tulip are constantly recurrent motifs in the adornment of dower chests, household utensils, and needlework.

Your old quilt may be decorated lavishly with hearts or there may be just one tucked away unobtrusively in a corner; the presence of a heart or a dove indicated a bride's quilt, for hearts are tokens of love in every land. In the Housman quilt a circle of hearts has been arranged in a round patch. The Star and Crescent (upper right-hand corner of the quilt) painted on a barn was a potent talisman to ward off unfriendly spirits from cattle and still other symbols had the propriety to assure prolific increase. Left of the Star and Crescent is the St. Andrew's Cross; though more often placed in a circle, in this quilt it has been set in a square. St. Andrew's Cross, sure protection against sorcery, was a favorite hex mark. For instance, a witch, placing her hand on a door-knocker into which the occupant of the house had previously had the foresight to cut a St. Andrew's cross, would be rendered helpless and impotent. Tools and guns, so marked, never disappeared or behaved badly.

In the Housman quilt a green leaf applied close to the corner of each unit block becomes a group of four leaves when the blocks are set together; leaves cut in three lobes supply a pleasing border finish. This piece is owned and shown by courtesy of Mrs. Frank Carroll.

In the category of patriotic inspiration there is a fine old Liberty Quilt made by Hannah Christian of Warren, Rhode Island. Very soon after Congress formally adopted the device which is now on the Great Seal of the United States of America, the eagles were used lavishly by craftsmen and needleworkers to embellish furniture, china, woven textiles, and even the patch quilt.

Not much is known of the quiltmaker's early history, Hannah Christian became Mrs. Wood. In time, her son, Jonathan Perry Wood, married a Pennsylvania-German girl named Mary Heckathorn; the couple emigrated to Dayton, Ohio, and the cherished Liberty Quilt went with them. All of Jonathan and Mary's children and some of their children's children were born in Dayton, includ-

ing the granddaughter, who is the present owner of the quilt.

The President's Wreath is happily illustrative of the fine and even distinguished workmanship expended on patch quilts. Louisa Kline was born in 1824.

At twenty-one, having been engaged for a short time, Louisa announced to friends that her wedding day had been set. There commenced a great cider making, cake baking, dressmaking, and housecleaning on the farm; turkeys were roasted in the great round red-brick oven which stood out-of-doors and then they were stored in the cool cellar. All the usual preparations for festivity, dear to the heart of the Pennsylvania-German, animated the Kline household for a week before the important day. When the hour finally arrived every inch of the house, porch, stone steps, and walk had been scrubbed.

People stood around and waited; the men smoked and talked about the crops and strolled toward the barns; the womenfolk sat in parlor and gossiped. There was a flurry when the minister arrived and there followed some joking and teasing at Louisa's expense because the bridegroom was late. By sundown those left of the wedding party were looking pretty grim. Some of the guests stayed and waited all night, others went off in wagons and on horseback. But the disappearance of the young groom on the day of his wedding remained an unsolved mystery. She lived to be a "dear old lady," never married, and died at eighty-three.

Old glassware

(Continued from page 24)

Grape. The glass is heavy and brilliant. Tall, narrow panels are ornamented with lovely stippled leaves and clusters of fruit in high relief. The handles are heavy, stippled vines.

Another fruit pattern of merit, christened Fig, later was known as Gypsy, Double Pear, Twin Pear, and Baltimore Pear. The last is the title by which it now is recorded. The feature of this design is two pears, one overlapping the other. They are shown in brilliantly clear glass and stand out in high relief against a leafy background. The strawberry, too, and the barberry, the cherry, and blackberry were favorite subjects. A glassware that is essentially early in atmosphere is the Ribbed Palm. Clear, palm-leaf, fanlike leaves stand out against a ribbed background. It is a pattern of simple elegance that combines good taste and fine quality. Another, very similar in effect and one that combines well with...
Ribbed Palm, is known as Inverted Fern. Other pleasing leaf patterns are Anthemion, Ivy-in-Snow, Maple Leaf, Double Vine.

Even the fence that defined the garden boundary was not overlooked. Its memory is preserved in a pattern called Picket.

Surprisingly enough, an arrangement called The Garden of Eden is to be found. A central figure suggestive of a fig is surrounded with a conventional leaf-like all-over design, which seems to allude to the Bible passage, "and they sewed fig leaves together, and made themselves aprons." A tree log, representative of the tree of knowledge, and the tempter in the form of a serpent's head, are to be found on some of the pieces.

Long ago, someone said, "Them as has it the most, sees it the quickest." In the light of this assertion, the pattern makers of yesterday's glassware must have had souls brimming with conceptions of the beautiful, for they were able to create uncommonly beautiful things from the most commonplace origins.

**Bookmarks for memories**

(Continued from page 83)

are some quaint designs found. The Wedding bookmarks run true to form. Of purest white ribbon, with a folding card attached. Quaint wording was used on the outside flap—"Kindest wishes for your United Happiness." The Anniversary tokens were along similar lines. Birthday markers usually carried our familiar "Many happy returns of the day."

The Christmas series is really the most interesting in many ways. Their decorations depart radically from our present-day acceptance of the red and green holly and berry motif, and it is not unusual to find a wintry scene with snow-covered houses and churches and leafless trees mounted on sky-blue, lavender, or yellow ribbon. Perhaps it is these strange vagaries that make the era so intriguing.

The children were not forgotten in these little remembrances, and much thought was given to their pleasure. A pair, which brings me back to my childhood, represents the Saturday night bath, although carrying a Christmas greeting. The Easter or Religious bookmarks are exquisite to behold, vividly proclaiming the season they represent. They are mounted on rich dark purples, yellows, blues, pea greens, and pinks, often forming Easter crosses. Figures of angels abound, some bearing clusters of lilies, and all singing the Alleluia. Many designs are simply stiff paper or card-board, carefully die-cut in the form of crosses, heavily embossed with flowers. Violets seem to be a favorite. The celluloid crosses came into vogue later. Their handsome and chase appearance, white, with purple lettering, and with long tassels of silk cord, shows the trend toward more modern ideas.

When surrounded by the literal basketful of Christmas greeting cards of today, I am inclined to sit and muse over these fragile tokens of another day.

---

**Birds in hand**

(Continued from page 37)

pride in a home that waves bright banners in all the breezes. (Remember too, the golden nest made by the linnets on the Burpee seed farm in California out of the yellow flower heads and stems of helioperum, an everlasting—Ed.) Summer shelter is not the only problem. Birds need the protection of evergreens in winter. Arborvitae and cedars give snug parking places when winter winds have torn the leaves from the other trees. Evergreen shrubbery planted on the south side of the house will be filled with grateful birds who need the warmth reflected from the walls. Hemlock trees with branches sweeping the ground will furnish warm snow houses when snow piles atop the limbs.

The problem of shelter settled, provide water for your birds. Among the many different kinds of bird baths that can be bought there is always one that fits your garden, one that can be made a center for planting. And, as with the houses, you may make a bird bath for your needs. If you have a rock garden, you may want to make a bath of two rounded stones cleverly cemented to look like one large rough stone with a shallow depression in the center.

There has been a revival of building old wells. Why not make a bird bath that follows the lines of a well? One of stone or brick is most pleasing to the birds. Plant a Van Fleet rose to climb over the roof or over a cedar post.
between two uprights on either side of the well and you will attract shy birds that feel secure in a hiding place so close to water. Some of the rare birds, ordinarily seen only through field glasses, come to our "well" for their water. And do keep the water fresh. There's a bit of trouble worth the effort; the wood thrush alone will repay you. I have heard that the wood thrush is a distant bird, having little use for gardens, but we have won him with fresh water. No other bird so loves his bath, none splashes so often and so long, none is so proud in his preening. When the wood thrush has fluffed his feathers and sung for you, you will be glad you have given him cause to sing.

And, last of all, feed the birds. Feed them in winter when food is scarce, of course. Feed them in nesting time if you would win them, for that is the season when their need of food drives them to trust the giver. Keep sunflower seeds, and other grains, for that is the season when sunflower seeds, and other grains, are especially precious. Let sunflowers go to seed and watch the finches disperse the seeds and watch the finches disperse them, for that is the season when they need of food drives them to fly. No other bird so loves his bath, none splashes so often and so long, none is so proud in his preening. When the wood thrush has fluffed his feathers and sung for you, you will be glad you have given him cause to sing.

Once you have known the birds, you will feel that a garden without them is as lonely as an unoccupied model house—well arranged, perhaps, colorful, almost satisfying, but wanting life to complete it. A garden is not finished with its bloom; it is alive only when it is a bit of earth ready for the harvest. A little red schoolhouse

A little red schoolhouse (Continued from page 42)

imaginative couple. They found themselves visiting the shabby old school time and time again. And one day they came across a home-building contest in a magazine. That clinched it! They would do it! They would remodel the little red schoolhouse into a home! The natural setting was perfect, in that most picturesque section of Pomona known as Pig Knoll. Hazily, they had known for years that some day, somewhere, they would try their hand at something different. And now that idea had been inspired to action. By a one-room building on their own grounds!

It would make a very much better story if, at this point, I could tell you of a long series of dreadful mistakes that these two amateurs made and how gloriously they had risen above them, and in the end, conquered all! But even if the truth is less thrilling, I must tell you that Mr. Dorion's plans really worked, and operations literally sailed along until the complete transformation, as pictured, had taken place. But I felt better about it when they confessed that all along attention. Many women collect perfume bottles. Many also collect decanters and the flasks and odd bottles of early days. But it is surprising how few even know just what these are. When seeing them for the first time, many will exclaim, "But what are they? Are they vases?"

Among ours are the following especially pretty ones: an amethyst with Dutch mill in cameo; an amethyst with seated girl, in cameo; a pair of deep blue ones with tennis girl and boy in the costume of the Nineties, in cameo; a pair of white stars and stripes overlay; two sprays of lily-of-the-valley, a green and a blue, decorated alike with Grecian profile, and bowknots in white enamel; a cranberry inverted thumbprint: a shaded cranberry; two milk glass ones decorated with flowers and with "Bay Rum" printed on them; and a pair of pink and white overlay.

There are many odd shapes among them, but all have the long neck. Some have a little bulge in the neck, thus facilitating work as the barber grasped the bottle and shook its contents over his customer's head, preparatory to a good shampoo.

For a bright, pretty item to collect, one not too expensive, some enough to be interesting in the collecting, and one certainly intimately connected with a common enough phase of American life, let me recommend barbers' bottles.

Barbers' bottles

(Continued from page 12)
dealer in Kansas who was disposing of quite a large number for a collector who had obtained them throughout Kansas and Colorado some years ago. Another exception should also be made to a statement farther above: we once discovered a large number of gorgeous bottles at a dealer's in a near-by city, but the prices were so high that we sorrowfully turned away to return sometime with a fatter purse.

These bottles make a most colorful and interesting display, and they never fail to attract attention. Many women collect perfume bottles. Many also collect decanters and the flasks and odd bottles of early days. But it is surprising how few even know just what these are. When seeing them for the first time, many will exclaim, "But what are they? Are they vases?"

Among ours are the following especially pretty ones: an amethyst with Dutch mill in cameo; an amethyst with seated girl, in cameo; a pair of deep blue ones with tennis girl and boy in the costume of the Nineties, in cameo; a pair of white stars and stripes overlay; two sprays of lily-of-the-valley, a green and a blue, decorated alike with Grecian profile, and bowknots in white enamel; a cranberry inverted thumbprint; a shaded cranberry; two milk glass ones decorated with flowers and with "Bay Rum" printed on them; and a pair of pink and white overlay.

There are many odd shapes among them, but all have the long neck. Some have a little bulge in the neck, thus facilitating work as the barber grasped the bottle and shook its contents over his customer's head, preparatory to a good shampoo.

For a bright, pretty item to collect, one not too expensive, some enough to be interesting in the collecting, and one certainly intimately connected with a common enough phase of American life, let me recommend barbers' bottles.
they had never been quite sure where the doors were going to "happen." In the end, however, the owners themselves were so well pleased with their remodeling project that they decided they really didn't care what anybody else thought of it. They never entered the home-building contest as they should have.

Solid, honest construction marked every step of the way. The original foundation of laid-up stone was reinforced and made permanent with concrete. A carpenter was engaged until the frame was up, and from that point Mr. Dorion managed himself, with the help of what he calls "hammer and nail men."

A combination of concrete, battened white pine boards and cedar siding, completely insulated, and topped by slate roofing, made for an exterior that is sturdy, interesting, and historical since almost all of the materials, including the windows, have a past. The slate roof was reclaimed from an old carriage barn in Nyack-on-Hudson which Mr. Dorion had bought for the purpose of razing. It hadn't been his idea to use the wood construction, but when a lumber company offered him his choice of hardwood flooring, with $30 to boot for every thousand feet of the white pine from the barn, Mr. Dorion thought better of these wide old boards. They finally were used, not only to make floors, but some of the exterior walls, and furniture as well! Fully an inch in thickness, this flooring was laid, paint-side down to preserve the boards and at the same time to simplify the sanding process. When the electric sanding machine had done its work, Mrs. Dorion stepped into the picture to apply a coat of orange shellac. After going over every inch of the floor she applied a second coat. Waxed, these floors now made a beautiful setting for the old hooked rugs, antiques, and second-hand treasures that the family had garnered from many a sale.

The 21 x 14 foot living room and the 12 x 11 foot dining room are separated by suggestion more than by actuality, thus creating an air of spaciousness from the bin and ashes from the fire. Check the economy of anthracite in sizes that cost one-third less. Query America's fastest-growing heating method. Visit a MOTORSTOKOR dealer or write

**New spreads in old quilt patterns**

(A continues from page 11)

A Kentucky coverlet was the inspiration for the spread of Fachquard construction (at lower left of page 11). It is particularly effective in rich blue and white and is made by Bates. The spread in the center at the bottom of page 11 is from R. H. Macy and is named Bristol. It is difficult to believe it is machine made. The Sunflower pattern at the lower right of page 11 has long been a favorite. Instead of tiny pieces of calico put together by hand with modern mills weave the same effect by machine. Neilsil Mill makes this attractive quilt.
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Collector forced to buy!
(Continued from page 22)

T he whole fascinating story of Johns-Manville Rock Wool Home Insulation is contained in the interesting FREE book, "Comfort That Pays For Itself," illustrated below. It describes this amazing material in detail; how it is blown through a hose in hollow walls and attic spaces; why it makes existing houses up to 15° cooler in hottest summer weather ... helps keep every room warmer and cozier in winter—and cuts fuel bills up to 30%.

The book shows why a full measure of healthful year-round comfort and fuel savings is possible ONLY when the Rock Wool is properly installed. It describes and illustrates why it is essential that your insulation be...
ness as a Collector by filling the entire corner with our rare Muzio Clementi piano and place our Grandmother's embroidered "Mount of Olives" serenely above it. That "best" piano, made in London, 1808, was a "steal" I made from a famous collection of antiques sold at one of the great auction galleries in New York City. It was put up as a spinet, detractuated the lower legs missing, to be sold "as is." We made a psychic bid of five dollars, at which figure my wife stopped with decision. It was finally knocked down to me at the cost of twenty-five dollars and a family quarrel. Where I went to the culprit, the legs had been found—spirals with brass collars and rosettes—and I became the proud possessor of an "old, old clock in an old, old house that cost about one hundred dollars to put back in its original state.

We had long wanted a banjo clock for the parlor for service as well as adornment. We eventually acquired it due to the old called disease of a valued friend, David Belasco. On many occasions I had taken tea and chatted with Mr. Belasco in the gallery above his theatre, amusing this rare timepiece. At the general scramble for other "souvenirs" at the auction of his collections our banjo clock was given scant notice. I paid twenty dollars for it and regained a concrete association with one of the great theater artists of our time, some part of which is revived at every tick and strike of its chimes!

Just beneath the Belasco clock stands an Empire sofa on its four substantial flor's-paw feet. To its esthetic form is added a fabric of flowered brocaded silk, especially designed and woven for its seat, back, and sides, as the usual medallion in the center clearly indicates. This sofa was an infinitesimal part of another famous collection of American and English antiques offered at auction. Someone started it at five dollars. The auctioneer's eyes glittered as he warned the dealers to stop "riding" him. I bid ten. One of the dealer clan made it fifteen, the whole crew intending to go after it once it reached twenty-five. Someone quoted twenty. "Twenty-five dollars!" I called out. "Sold!" snapped the auctioneer. There was a buzz of snarling anger. Before I left that session I was off ered a hundred dollars by one of them.

There is something about an old, old clock in an old, old house that is like nothing else in the world. Its ceaseless tick-tock, tick-tock is like the beating of its heart. Like hearts, clocks differ; some tick off life with a steady, strong beat, others have a "murrmur," and still others skip a beat now and then. So it is with the pronounced individualism of our 150-year-old Spanish clock. Even tick and strike of our Spanish clock retells the precious "adventure" that brought it into our possession. We'd had such an interest with the Royal Dutch Attaché and his wife, in Madrid, both of whom were ardent Collectors. The lady confided over the liqueur that she had picked up no end of "souvenirs" at the famous sort of Thieves' Market. So off we went, her de luxe car and chauffeur driving us to a certain point beyond which such a vehicle would have raised both animosity and prices. Amidst acres of second-hand goods, from humble junk to corsets, we came upon an earnest little clockmaker with all sorts of timepieces displayed on the walls of his small booth. Over in a neglected corner hung "our" clock. A small square case enclosed the ancient work with Watteau-esque painting of two lovers crossing the face. Its weighty chain was fastened to a wall, but the long hand-wrought brass pendulum was lovely and authoritative. We made a mental resolution to go as high as ten dollars, perhaps higher. "Cuanto vale?" asked and held out his hand. "Dos pesetas!" he growled. The peseta was thirteen cents at the time. We had not the heart to beat him down more than one peseta—according to Rastro custom—making the cost of our precious quarry one dollar and seventeen cents. As we reopen our Old House after a prolonged absence we do not feel that it takes on life until our Spanish clock is duly wound and set going, and its heart begins to beat anew!

Finally, we conduct you to our guest bedroom. The spool bed equipped with an enlargedsprung springs has unquestionable virtues. The Cape Cod rock is comfortable as well as quaint. A rack is filled with books to be read in bed. There is a commodious Empire chest of drawers and "Cries of London," American historical prints, and a silhouette or two to entertain the uninitiated. There we leave you and tip-toe out of our master's bedroom and so to bed. Ah, but what a bed is ours! A gargantuan walnut affair, its beam as broad as it is long, with a narrow tester of hand-made face spanning the panoply of its massive four posts. I bought this titanic cradle from an old farmer for five dollars literally putting him out in the woodshed to sleep to make my Collector's holiday. But here stalks irony, if not revenge, for there is a deadly secret about this bed that none shall ever solve till Judgment Day. Once set up and bolted together, we have found that with all our might and main and brute force we cannot get it apart or dislodge the savage rusty sticks. But there is a commode chest of drawers I bought from a "first" piano, made in "Mount of Olives" serenely above our Grandmother's embroidered flowered brocaded silk, especially designed and woven for its seat, back, and sides, as the usual medallion in the center clearly indicates. This sofa was an infinitesimal part of another famous collection of American and English antiques offered at auction. Someone started it at five dollars. The auctioneer's eyes glittered as he warned the dealers to stop "riding" him. I bid ten. One of the dealer clan made it fifteen, the whole crew intending to go after it once it reached twenty-five. Someone quoted twenty. "Twenty-five dollars!" I called out. "Sold!" snapped the auctioneer. There was a buzz of snarling anger. Before I left that session I was offered a hundred dollars by one of them.

There is something about an old, old clock in an old, old house that is like nothing else in the world. Its ceaseless tick-tock, tick-tock is like the beating of its heart. Like hearts, clocks differ; some tick off life with a steady, strong beat, others have a "murrmur," and still others skip a beat now and then. So it is with the pronounced individualism of our 150-year-old Spanish clock. Even tick and strike of our Spanish clock retells the precious "adventure" that brought it into our possession. We'd had such an interest with the Royal Dutch Attaché and his wife, in Madrid, both of whom were ardent Collectors. The lady confided over the liqueur that she had picked up no end of "souvenirs" at the famous sort of Thieves' Market. So off we went, her de luxe car and chauffeur driving us to a certain point beyond which such a vehicle would have raised both animosity and prices. Amidst acres of second-hand goods, from humble junk to corsets, we came upon an earnest little clockmaker with all sorts of timepieces displayed on the walls of his small booth. Over in a neglected corner hung "our" clock. A small square case enclosed the ancient work with Watteau-esque painting of two lovers crossing the face. Its weighty chain was fastened to a wall, but the long hand-wrought brass pendulum was lovely and authoritative. We made a mental resolution to go as high as ten dollars, perhaps higher. "Cuanto vale?" asked and held out his hand. "Dos pesetas!" he growled. The peseta was thirteen cents at the time. We had not the heart to beat him down more than one peseta—according to Rastro custom—making the cost of our precious quarry one dollar and seventeen cents. As we reopen our Old House after a prolonged absence we do not feel that it takes on life until our Spanish clock is duly wound and set going, and its heart begins to beat anew!

Finally, we conduct you to our guest bedroom. The spool bed equipped with an enlargedsprung springs has unquestionable virtues. The Cape Cod rock is comfortable as well as quaint. A rack is filled with books to be read in bed. There is a commodious Empire chest of drawers and "Cries of London," American historical prints, and a silhouette or two to entertain the uninitiated. There we leave you and tip-toe out of our master's bedroom and so to bed. Ah, but what a bed is ours! A gargantuan walnut affair, its beam as broad as it is long, with a narrow tester of hand-made face spanning the panoply of its massive four posts. I bought this titanic cradle from an old farmer for five dollars literally putting him out in the woodshed to sleep to make my Collector's holiday. But here stalks irony, if not revenge, for there is a deadly secret about this bed that none shall ever solve till Judgment Day. Once set up and bolted together, we have found that with all our might and main and brute force we cannot get it apart or dislodge the savage rusty sticks. But there is a commode chest of drawers I bought from a...
Unusual Opportunity
To suit your taste and shelter your family. We have accumulated more than three hundred of these patterns, such as:
- Bridal Rose
- Old English
- Georgian
- Norfolk
- Lily
- Violin
This silver has been used and refined and is offered in first-class condition and materially under the price of new silver.

Unusual Silver
We have one of the largest stocks of unusual silver in the United States, some consisting of fine sterling, coins, patterns, etc. This is offered in a variety of foreign makers.

Julius Goodman & Son, Inc.

INTERIOR DECORATION
SIX WEEKS
PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE
Period and Contemporary styles, color harmony, draperies and all fundamentals. Personal instruction by New York decorators.

RESIDENT DAY CLASSES
Start July 11th; Send for Catalog 12R

HOME STUDY COURSE
Starts at once; Send for Catalog 12C

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION
35 Madison Avenue, New York City

A layman's fountain
(Continued from page 45)

of both pieces of tubing; those recommended should operate successfully for over-all distances up to 30 or 40 feet.

Either a fixed or an adjustable fountain, whichever you choose, is available. For the former it is necessary only to find by experiment just how far below the surface of the pool the nozzle should be to give the best results. With rocks serving as supports and weights, your fountain can be held in this one position. For this type, a support (not shown in the sketch) will be needed directly underneath the elbow.

I prefer the adjustable type, for with it a variety of effects may be had, the play of the fountain is increased, and the position of the nozzle can be automatically adjusted to the normal differences in the water level that come with evaporation and refilling.

The sketch shows such an installation. The distance from the elbow bend in the small tubing to the point of rest should be about 18 inches; the most satisfactory distance will be governed by the size of the nozzle and the available water pressure. The tubing should be bent and adjusted so that the nozzle is about 1 1/2 to 2 inches above full water level, when the fountain is not operating.

As the water is turned on, back-pressure forces the nozzle under the surface where it picks up water from the pool by friction, and adds to the operating stream enough aerated water to make it appear a hundredfold larger than it really is.

By trial and error it is possible to adjust the nozzle end so that the

achieved with the WESTERN PINES

A wall of random-width knotty Western Pine honey-stained, white-glazed and waxed to a friendly glow gives this companionable living-room much of its charm.

FREE! An expertly chosen collection of photographs to aid and inspire you in building or remodeling. Write today for the 1938 edition of Western Pine Camera Views for Home Builders. Western Pine Association, Dept. 49-F, Yeon Building, Portland, Oregon.

*Dodo White Pine  *Ponderosa Pine  *Sugar Pine

THESE ARE THE WESTERN PINES

Quick Henry
the FLIT!

NEW LOW
PRICES!

SAME HIGH
QUALITY!
NO MORE TOILET ODORS ON HOT DAYS

BEWARE of toilet odors during hot weather. Odors are a sign of insufficiency. Germs are breeding there. Health is being threatened. Keep toilets spotless and safe—without nasty labor. Just sprinkle a little Sani-Flush in the bowl. (Follow directions on the can.) Flush—and that's all! Sani-Flush is for domestic purposes only, not to be used on public or commercial toilets. It is also effective for cleaning automobile plumbing connections. It is also effective for cleaning automobile radiators (directions on can). Sold by grocery, drug, hardware, and five-and-ten-cent stores. 25c and 10c sizes. The Hygiene Products Co., Canton, Ohio.

Sani-Flush
CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING

Guaranteed
Enjoy Elbert Fire Places

Now! Get Rid of FLIES by Electricity

No longer by the push of a button—dine-time-hou­ring flies, mosquitoes and other destructive insects contaminating your food, affecting your health and comfort can be surely and easily eliminated. INSECTUCOR is harmless to man, but sure death to pests. Endorsed by leading health authorities, insect control agencies.


MAIL COUPON

600 K. Wígginas, Chicago, Ill.

ELBERT ELECTRICITE INC.

How the Beauty of Your Garden Pool

Gives your pool new interest, and new charm by mysteriously lighting it from under water with ILLUMINATORS. So beautifully made are these concealed sources of light that it is impossible to distinguish them from their growing neighbors, even during daylight. Easily connected—thousands in use. Bond 20 years, trade or gift card. Infallible from first order for new catalog, "Landscape Lighting Ideas." Artisticly illuminated with ILLUMINATORS, it is also shown with Sani-Flush. To get little free illustrated, remit $4 check or money order.

Garden Lighting Equipment Co., 1210 E. 113th St., Cleveland, O.

"Artfully lighted—safely luminous at night"

Double the beauty of your garden Pool

GIVE your pool new interest, and new charm by mysteriously lighting it from under water with ILLUMINATORS. So beautifully made are these concealed sources of light that it is impossible to distinguish them from their growing neighbors, even during daylight. Easily connected—thousands in use. Bond 20 years, trade or gift card. Infallible from first order for new catalog, "Landscape Lighting Ideas." Artisticly illuminated with ILLUMINATORS, it is also shown with Sani-Flush. To get little free illustrated, remit $4 check or money order.

Garden Lighting Equipment Co., 1210 E. 113th St., Cleveland, O.

$4.00 for single pad illustrated, pre­paid in U.S. or Canada

Double pad $7.50

Sensational New Waterer!

Water soaps through full length gently—no spray—puts water where you want it—all soaks in DEEP!

Made of special powder and—very desirable—one and only secret to water's speed. Water soaks through every pore, soaks directly into the soil and the plant. 10c for every 1/4 lb. Made of insecticides and gas-producing powder, reaches deep in nests and destroys ALL ants in the colony. Kills the young before they open out entire colony. It's THE KILL way. Get CYLONAGAS at hardware, drug and good stores.

30c KILLS A MILLION ANTS

Americal Chemical & Chemical Corporation

34 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.
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Kimsul provides maximum comfort and
fuel savings for the investment.
Permanence: Kimsul is highly re-
sistant to fire, vermin and moisture.
Non-Settling: Kimsul stays put.
Leaves no unprotected spots; will
not shred, sift or settle.

The insulation you buy should be flexible! Other-
wise it cannot form a permanently tight job. When
a new house settles, Kimsul will not pack down in
the walls and create "transoms" through which
heat can escape, nor will it pull away from the
studs leaving uninsulated openings on the sides.
Kimsul insures a tight fit—top, bottom and
sides. It is so light that not even gravity makes
it sag . . . so flexible that it conforms with wall
changes caused by warping, settling or vibrations.
Kimsul's flexibility also makes possible imme-
diate savings. Because of its pliability, Kimsul
can be pulled around corners, tucked under wir-
ing and piping, and stuffed into cracks and odd
shaped nooks without cutting, fitting or joining.
Thus not only insuring you a lastingly efficient
job of insulation—but one in which time and
labor costs are held down to a minimum.
Kimsul can make your present or new house more comfortable, win-
ter and summer. Ask your dealer in building materials.

See that the Insulation you buy meets all these requirements

1. Efficiency: Kimsul is made of wood
fibers, their natural high resistance
to heat increased by interweaving, crep-
ing and laminating.
2. Flexibility: Kimsul fits snugly. It can
be tucked into odd spaces, around
windows, electric wires, pipes, etc.
3. Permanence: Kimsul is highly re-
sistant to fire, vermin and moisture.
Leaves no unprotected spots; will
not shred, sift or settle.

PULVEX
Combination Treatment
WORM CAPSULES

THE ONLY COMBINATION TREATMENT IN ONE PACKAGE
That Cures Tapes and Round and Both Worms

The American Home, July, 1938
us there. It was cool inside the milk house with the continuous flow of running water. In the deep trough hewn from a single block of stone were a row of crooks. Behind them were tall stone jars covered with the same sort of glass saucers that my wife called cup plates. When my wife saw them she turned pale. She bent over a jar.

"What a lovely old jar, Miss Siss," she said, her voice trembling. "It's very old, isn't it?"

"My granny's," replied Miss Siss. She went on straining milk.

My wife reached over and took a cup plate off the top of a jar and stood rubbing the bit of glass between her fingers.

"Would you—would you sell this cup—I mean jar, Miss Siss?"

Miss Siss glanced at it carelessly. "Might. Think about it. Supper time now."

We went in. A second edition of Miss Siss had supper ready.

"Set," she said, not too hospitably. We sat.

The meal was excellent. The country ham was pink and tender; the potatoes as snowy as I had anticipated; the pie and cream in the acme of perfection.

After supper we sat on the porch after my wife had helped with the dishes. We watched the mist rise from the "crick" in silence though I could almost feel my wife's excitement.

But my wife didn't say a word. She held it under the dash light IVe learned a thing or two myself though often protesting folks. An indulgent husband.

After my wife had found the days I'm going out there for hunter's contest. She has a set of half dozen. Use Gulf Spray. It contains more pyrethrum—the do as thousands of women have done while I w'ait for her as she gets the cup plates. She has a set of half dozen in good condition, seven in deep blue, two emeralds, canary, and twenty of the forged historical patterns. She scrupulously keeps a journal of the cost of these bits of pressed glass. And so do I. But our figures don't seem to tally. For example, she has "The Wedding Day and Three Days After" fifty cents. Nothing more.

Under the same item my expense account reads:

The Wedding Day and Three Days After

- 1 Franklin stove .................. 30c
- 1 gallon apple butter .............. 30c
- 1 ox yoke ......................... 30c
- 1 bushel wild grapes ............... 15c
- Cleaner's—(helped farmer catch colt) ............ 2 lunches

- Gas and oil ...................... 2.70

Total $14.71

So you can see from my journal more of the real facts of the cup plate hunt than the scars on the surface of my wife's account.

Then, too, I have been forced to build an addition to our home to house the cradles built for twins. corner cupboards, twin beds, yards of rag carpet, etc. that are the appurtenances that are the art of cup plate collecting.

But I am an indulgent husband and have offered no resistance to my wife's pursuit of this peculiar hobby. I get a lot of reading done while I wait for her as she ransacks closet shelves, cupboards, drawers, and attics of unsuspecting people though often protesting folks. And I've learned a thing or two myself. I haven't told my wife, but know there is an extremely rare jar of shining old glass by a man named Barber. After my wife had found the chapter on cup plates, she rummaged around in the debris that filled her lap and overflowed to the floor of the car what would brought to light a half dozen little pictures. She laid them in row on the floor. Then she read: "Look Jim," she said pointing to an illustration, "A Stamped Eagle! It was in the drawer of an old coffee mill I bought—a Log Cabin with a Flag and a Cider Barrel—" She read more. "A Chancellor Livingston—" she read again. "And three, mind you, the hearts and darts—"

A what else?"

"Well," she confessed, "I had buy two cream jars to get a cup plates that were on them at a coffee mill and a hooked rug and some fruit jars. The Chamber was in the basket with jars and I got a marvelous country cured ham for you—"

That was the beginning. My wife has about forty plates. She has a set of half dozen in good condition, seven in deep blue, two emeralds, canary, and twenty of the forged historical patterns. She scrupulously keeps a journal of the cost of these bits of pressed glass. And so do I. But our figures don't seem to tally. For example, she has "The Wedding Day and Three Days After" fifty cents. Nothing more.

Under the same item my expense account reads:

The Wedding Day and Three Days After

- 1 Franklin stove .................. 30c
- 1 gallon apple butter .............. 30c
- 1 ox yoke ......................... 30c
- 1 bushel wild grapes ............... 15c
- Cleaner's—(helped farmer catch colt) ............ 2 lunches

- Gas and oil ...................... 2.70

Total $14.71

So you can see from my journal more of the real facts of the cup plate hunt than the scars on the surface of my wife's account.

Then, too, I have been forced to build an addition to our home to house the cradles built for twins. corner cupboards, twin beds, yards of rag carpet, etc. that are the appurtenances that are the art of cup plate collecting.

But I am an indulgent husband and have offered no resistance to my wife's pursuit of this peculiar hobby. I get a lot of reading done while I wait for her as she ransacks closet shelves, cupboards, drawers, and attics of unsuspecting people though often protesting folks. And I've learned a thing or two myself. I haven't told my wife, but know there is an extremely rare jar of shining old glass by a man named Barber. After my wife had found the chapter on cup plates, she rummaged around in the debris that filled her lap and overflowed to the floor of the car what would brought to light a half dozen little glass plates. She laid them in row on the floor. Then she read: "Look Jim," she said pointing to an illustration, "A Stamped Eagle! It was in the drawer of an old coffee mill I bought—a Log Cabin with a Flag and a Cider Barrel—" She read more. "A Chancellor Livingston—" she read again. "And three, mind you, the hearts and darts—"

A what else?"

"Well," she confessed, "I had buy two cream jars to get a cup plates that were on them at a coffee mill and a hooked rug and some fruit jars. The Chamber was in the basket with jars and I got a marvelous country cured ham for you—"

That was the beginning. My wife has about forty plates. She has a set of half dozen in good condition, seven in deep blue, two emeralds, canary, and twenty of the forged historical patterns. She scrupulously keeps a journal of the cost of these bits of pressed glass. And so do I. But our figures don't seem to tally. For example, she has "The Wedding Day and Three Days After" fifty cents. Nothing more.

Under the same item my expense account reads:

The Wedding Day and Three Days After

- 1 Franklin stove .................. 30c
- 1 gallon apple butter .............. 30c
- 1 ox yoke ......................... 30c
- 1 bushel wild grapes ............... 15c
- Cleaner's—(helped farmer catch colt) ............ 2 lunches

- Gas and oil ...................... 2.70

Total $14.71

So you can see from my journal more of the real facts of the cup plate hunt than the scars on the surface of my wife's account.

Then, too, I have been forced to build an addition to our home to house the cradles built for twins. corner cupboards, twin beds, yards of rag carpet, etc. that are the appurtenances that are the art of cup plate collecting.
Johnny said: “Look, Mommy, how fast my boat sails down the tub”

…and I said: “Yes, son…and now you watch how fast the dirt goes when Bon Ami gets to work”

It’s quick work…and it’s easy work to clean your bathtub with Bon Ami. No hard rubbing—for Bon Ami cleans and polishes at the same time. No grit left in the bottom of the tub—for Bon Ami rinses away easily, leaving no sediment to clog up drains. And no scratches to dull the surface and make cleaning difficult. No wonder thousands of women agree there’s nothing like Bon Ami for bathtubs and sinks.
Billie Branch says: “Like most other independent tobacco experts, I smoke Luckies!”

Mr. Smoker: What about these experts who smoke Luckies 2 to 1?
Mr. Lucky Strike: It’s a fact... and sworn records show it.

Mr. Smoker: What sort of experts?
Mr. L. S.: Independent experts. Not tied up with any cigarette maker. Auc­tioneers, buyers, warehousemen.

Mr. Smoker: What do they do?
Mr. L. S.: Take Billie Branch, for instance. He’s been “in tobacco” since boyhood. He is an auctioneer.

Mr. Smoker: He must know tobacco!
Mr. L. S.: He does. He’s seen the tobacco all the companies buy, Lucky Strike included—and he’s smoked Luckies for 15 years.

Mr. Smoker: That speaks well.
Mr. L. S.: What’s more, only Luckies employ the “Toasting” process.

Mr. Smoker: What does that do?
Mr. L. S.: It takes out certain harsh throat irritants found in all tobacco. “Toasting” makes Luckies a light smoke.

Mr. Smoker: I believe I’ll try them.

Sworn Records Show That...

WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO
BEST—IT’S LUCKIES 2 TO 1